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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

For nearly a year, experts have noted that the COVID shots cannot establish herd immunity to end

the pandemic, as the gene transfer injections do not prevent infection or transmission.

It's not rocket science, yet health oDcials and government leaders around the world have

irrationally claimed otherwise, and censored any and all — regardless of credentials — who dared to

suggest alternative approaches.

Now, all of a sudden, the narrative is rapidly changing, with loads of these same individuals —

truthfully, if you can believe that — acknowledging that the COVID "vaccines" cannot end the

pandemic and that we need to learn to live with the virus. Some have even started speaking out

against repeated boosters, at least at intervals of three to four months.

It seems a major driver for this U-turn in the pandemic narrative is the emergence of the Omicron

variant. While incredibly infectious, it causes only mild cold symptoms in the vast majority of

people, so it's essentially ripping through populations, leaving natural herd immunity in its wake. As

a result, many are now claiming the end of the pandemic is in sight.

Moving on From COVID

In a January 15, 2022, Trial Site News article, Mary Beth Pfeiffer reported:

"The director of global infectious diseases at Massachusetts General Hospital is predicting

what was unthinkable less than a month ago: The end of the pandemic. Dr. Edward Ryan

made stunning and encouraging comments on the Omicron variant that give hope for a

return to normalcy.

Among these: Omicron will make boosters unnecessary. The COVID virus will join the ranks

of the 'common cold.' And the latest wave will enter 'clean up mode' shortly. 'We are Jghting

the last war with COVID and should be pivoting back to normal life,' the summary of Dr.

Ryan's comments states. 'Spring/Summer will be really nice!'"

According to Ryan, nearly 100% of COVID cases in the Boston area are now Omicron, which is good

news, considering it doesn't appear to bring with it any of the more severe side effects seen with

previous strains, including Delta. In New England, the current outbreak is predicted to rapidly wane

and disappear during the month of February 2022. Nationwide, Omicron was reportedly responsible

for about 73% of all cases as of early January 2022.

Pfeiffer also reports that, according to Ryan, booster shots will not be needed for Omicron, as by

the time a dedicated injection is released, the wave will already be over and done with. Ryan is

reported to have stated that "we're all going to get it, which will give us the immunity we need to get

through it," referring to the Omicron infection.

Ryan's comments \y in the face of mainstream medical recommendations, which near-universally

call for boosters for everyone, including children. Clearly, however, Ryan makes a lot of sense. The

boosters, while seemingly able to temporarily raise a double-jabbed person's resistance against

Omicron, it's designed to protect against the original SARS-CoV-2 strain that no longer exists.

Overall, it appears the only reason a double-jabbed person would need a booster against Omicron is

because the ]rst two doses impaired their immune system such that they're now more vulnerable,

even to a milder strain. This downward spiral of negative immunity can only continue if people

continue to take boosters, especially mismatched ones.

Vaccine-Induced Herd Immunity Called Out as 'Myth'

In early August 2021, the director of the Oxford Vaccine Group, professor Sir Andrew Pollard,

actually spoke out against the idea that the COVID shots were the answer everyone was looking for.

At the time, he referred to the idea that vaccine-induced herd immunity against COVID was

"mythical." As reported by Yahoo! News, August 10, 2021:

"... Pollard ... said ... that herd immunity is 'not a possibility' with the current Delta variant.

He called the idea 'mythical,' warning that vaccine programs should not be developed

around it.

'We know very clearly with coronavirus that this current variant, the Delta variant, will still

infect people who have been vaccinated and that does mean that anyone who's still

unvaccinated, at some point, will meet the virus,' Pollard told a session of the All-Party

Parliamentary Group (APPG) on coronavirus.

He said that while vaccines might 'slow the process' of transmission down, they cannot

currently stop the spread completely.

'I think we are in a situation here with this current variant where herd immunity is not a

possibility because it still infects vaccinated individuals,' he said, predicting the next thing

may be 'a variant which is perhaps even better at transmitting in vaccinated populations.'

He added: 'So that's even more of a reason not to be making a vaccine program around

herd immunity.'"

During that same APPG meeting, professor Paul Hunter from the University of East Anglia stressed

that variants capable of evading the COVID shots were "an absolute inevitability." Pollard and Hunter

both turned out to be correct, as Omicron's vaccine-evading capacity has now been documented.

Most People Are 'Done' With COVID

The reprieve Omicron provides could not have come at a better time. At this point, after two years

of repetitive fearmongering, most people have simply had enough. It's not often you put a hold on

life for this long, and the general consensus appears to be that people are ready to brave life even if

the threat of COVID remains.

“ The determination to get on with our lives is
deeply and perhaps unchangeably human ...
Whatever damage Omicron might wreak in the
immediate future, we will, most likely, soon lead
lives that look a lot more like they did in the spring
of 2019 than in the spring of 2020. ~ Yascha
Mounk, associate professor, Johns Hopkins
University”

In a December 22, 2021, Atlantic opinion piece, Yascha Mounk, associate professor at Johns

Hopkins University and a senior fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations, noted that "No matter

the severity of the variant, the appetite for shutdowns or other large-scale social interventions

simply isn't there." He goes on:

"It feels like everyone I know has COVID ... The pattern among my circle of friends Jts with

what's unfolding in South Africa, where the coronavirus's new Omicron variant was Jrst

identiJed.

The number of cases in the country shot up quickly, but the number of deaths has so far

increased much, much more gradually — possibly indicating that Omicron is more

contagious but causes less severe disease than previous variants ...

I wager that, whatever course Omicron — or future strains of the disease — might take, we

are about to experience the end of the pandemic as a social phenomenon ...

Despite skyrocketing caseloads, few pundits or politicians are proposing strict measures to

slow the virus's spread. The appetite for shutdowns or other large-scale social

interventions simply isn't there ...

Scientists have their own way of deciding that a pandemic is over. But one useful social-

scientiJc marker is when people have gotten used to living with the ongoing presence of a

particular pathogen.

By that deJnition, the massive surge of Omicron infections that is currently coursing

through scores of developed countries without eliciting more than a half-hearted response

marks the end of the pandemic."

Mounk, like others, pointed out that if Omicron turned out to be as mild as it initially appeared —

which has been borne out since then — then natural herd immunity would develop as the highly

infectious virus spread like wild]re. With that baseline of natural immunity, populations would, in

the future, be far better equipped to handle any new strains that emerge, "without a signi]cant

increase in mortality."

Living With Risk

Mounk goes on to discuss how, over time, people get used to and learn to live with all sorts of risks,

including direct threats to life and limb, and that's exactly the kind of resiliency we see building and

spreading now:

"When I was growing up in Germany, I was fascinated by news reports about life in very

dangerous places. Residents of Baghdad or Tel Aviv seemed to put themselves in danger

simply by going shopping or meeting friends for a cup of coffee.

How, I wondered with a mixture of horror and admiration, could anybody be willing to

accept such an existential risk for such a trivial pleasure?

But the truth of the matter is that virtually all humans have, for virtually all of recorded

history, faced daily risks of disease or violent death that are far greater than those that the

residents of developed countries currently face.

And despite the genuine horrors of the past 24 months, that holds true even now ... The

determination to get on with our lives is deeply and perhaps unchangeably human.

In that sense, the spring of 2020 will be remembered as one of the most extraordinary

periods in history — a time when people completely withdrew from social life to slow the

spread of a dangerous pathogen. But what was possible for a few months has turned out to

be unsustainable for years, let alone decades.

Whatever damage Omicron might wreak in the immediate future, we will, most likely, soon

lead lives that look a lot more like they did in the spring of 2019 than in the spring of 2020."

Do You Have a Cold, Flu or COVID?

Based on what I'm seeing around me, it seems the prediction that Omicron will "get" just about

everyone is likely to be true. People are sick in droves. The good news is that there's little panic

surrounding these cases. Most people are now realizing that there's no need.

That said, I still recommend treating any COVID symptoms early and aggressively, just in case. As

mentioned, the vast majority of SARS-CoV-2 infections are now related to Omicron, and the core

symptoms are near-indistinguishable from the common cold and/or in\uenza. The most commonly

reported symptoms of Omicron infection are:

Fatigue

Cough

Congestion, sneezing and runny nose

Sore throat

Headache

Fever

In addition to these, other symptoms commonly reported with SARS-CoV-2 infection, up to and

including Delta, include:

Loss of taste or smell

Stomach/gastrointestinal pain (which in some cases could be a sign of microclots in the

intestines )

Nausea or vomiting

Diarrhea

A key difference in symptomology between Delta and Omicron is that Omicron does not appear to

cause the loss of taste and smell, which often occurs with Delta infection (as with previous strains).

Fortunately, Omicron also does not seem to be associated with blood clots, like previous strains

(especially the initial ones), and it's also far less likely to cause severe lung infection and

damage.

Treat Symptoms Early

Considering the uncertainties around diagnosis, it's best to treat any cold or \u-like symptoms

early. At ]rst signs of symptoms, start treatment. Perhaps it's the common cold or a regular

in\uenza, maybe it's the much milder Omicron, but since it's hard to tell, your best bet is to treat

symptoms as you would treat earlier forms of COVID.

Considering how contagious Omicron is, chances are you're going to get it, so buy what you'll need

now, so you have it on hand if/when symptoms arise. And, remember, this applies for those who

have gotten the jab as well, since you're just as likely to get infected — and perhaps even more so.

Early treatment protocols with demonstrated effectiveness include:

The Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance's (FLCCC's) prevention and early at-home

treatment protocol. They also have an in-hospital protocol and long-term management

guidance for long-haul COVID-19 syndrome. You can ]nd a listing of doctors who can

prescribe ivermectin and other necessary medicines on the FLCCC website

The AAPS protocol

Tess Laurie's World Council for Health protocol

America's Frontline Doctors

Based on my review of these protocols, I've developed the following summary of the treatment

speci]cs I believe are the easiest and most effective.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has ]nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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https://youtu.be/ET211fWWuc  American convoys forming and heading to the border... Fargo, North Dakota. Detroit, Michigan.

Kentucky. South Carolina. Some may have already left. Those closer to the border leaving this morning. If your city is on their route,

show your support.
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rumble.com/vtd727-canada-freedom-convoy-rolling-150-km-long-and-growin..  (jan 26)  Op BearHug

:canada-unity.com/bearhug  ║  rumble.com/.../video  ║  rumble.com/vtat80-january-25-2022.html    LET FREEDOM

ROLLLLLLLLLL!
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Thanks, skizex, for this vitally important link... rumble.com/vtbqfp-january-26-2022.html  Truckers are asking all businesses to

be open the 29th with no mandates. Newbones... I tried this link and it still works for me. Try this, too. "(URGENT MESSAGE)

FROM THE TRUCKERS CONVOY TO ALL SMALL BUISNESSES- PLEASE SHARE EVERYONE 

🙏

 WE NEED UNITY!" I am not
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Are We at the End of the Pandemic?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

Many health oDcials and world leaders are ]nally acknowledging that the COVID shots

cannot end the pandemic and that we must learn to live with the virus. Some have even

started speaking out against repeated boosters

&

A major driver for this U-turn in the pandemic narrative is the emergence of the Omicron

variant. While incredibly infectious, it causes only mild cold symptoms in the vast majority of

people; it’s ripping through populations, leaving natural herd immunity in its wake. As a result,

many are now claiming the end of the pandemic is in sight

&

Nearly 100% of COVID cases in the Boston area are now Omicron. In New England, the current outbreak is predicted to rapidly wane and disappear

during the month of February 2022. As of early January 2022, Omicron was responsible for about 73% of all COVID cases in the U.S.

&

After two years of repetitive fearmongering, most people have had enough. The general consensus appears to be that people are ready to brave life

even if the threat of COVID remains

&

With that baseline of natural immunity that Omicron provides, populations will, going forward, be far better equipped to handle any new strains that

emerge, without a signi]cant increase in mortality

&
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FROM THE TRUCKERS CONVOY TO ALL SMALL BUISNESSES- PLEASE SHARE EVERYONE 

🙏

 WE NEED UNITY!" I am not

surprised about how many things are getting "disappeared", though. If everyone keeps posting, we will stay ahead of the

censors! This link was about another kind of protest on Saturday, esp. in Ottawa. Ignoring all laws about lockdowns and

closures. Asking all businesses, etc. to remain open and no mask mandates.
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Another attempt by MSM to downplay the massive support for the convoy - foiled again by a guy with a phone

odysee.com/.../Fake-media-truckers-fredom:0
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High hopes in ]ghting the jab commands of these brave truckers. “We take our ]ght to the gates of our Federal Government and

demand that all mandates against its people cease. Small businesses are being destroyed, homes are being destroyed, and

people are being mistreated and denied basic necessities to survive,” reads the “Freedom Convoy 2022” Go Fund Me page. The

“Freedom Convoy 2022” group raised $3.5 million in just 11 days, with the support of more than 44,000 donors who are helping

to fund the convoy, which, once in Ottawa, plans to remain there until political leaders remove all measures. COVID

discrimination. www.lifesitenews.com/news/50000-trucks-heading-toward-ottawa-to-demand..  (01/26/2022).. This is really

inspirational. Truckers are driving from Vancouver to the capital in Ottawa in a caravan joined by other truckers on the way to

protest the mandates. It is like a giant Conga line. www.youtube.com/watch
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Amen to this...I hope they close down Detroit and Port Huron Blue water...Close them down for days. It is time for the Unions to

actually show where their strength is...time for them to vote out the current "Leadership"....You have been sold out, like the

Urban community....Sold out for decades
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I love Americans and Canadian citizens helping each other in support.
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Everyone support this... We're late to the ]ght. Doesn't mean we can win it
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These truckers have all the power! But why just try to make the government change course? Why stop there? These Western

democracies do not deserve the smallest amount of trust right now, if they ever did. Why not stay until every one of these

P]zer-fucking Motherfuckers is driven out of their positions!
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Please note- that their Go Fund Me account was up to $5.5 million and then their account was frozen. Everyone should be

demanding to know why and who told them to do it.
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MaxDuncan Exactly the point made by James Corbett on The Corbett Report but he also pointed out that by doing that, they are

making ever more people aware of where the control is. So why should anyone use Go Fund Me and who can you safely use for

Crowd Funding that should be the issue now? What exactly is Go Fund Me - what rights do they have over the money paid into

them?
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This is the most inspirational thing I have seen in decades. It reminds me of the 1934 West Coast Longshore strike that ended

in a general strike in SF. Scared the oligarchs so much they conceded within 24hrs. We naively thought we had done the same

by shutting down UC Berkeley in 1964 with the Free Speech Movement. Instead Reagan became governor by railing against

those unruly and ungrateful hooligans in 1966. I expect this convoy will succeed especially with the support from others they

are receiving.

The oligarchs cannot tolerate the shut down of the supply chain except when they are in charge of it and bene]t by increasing

prices and pro]ts. I hope the truckers end up with better compensation and better conditions as well as an end to vaccine

mandates. They must stay organized as a cooperative not as a hierarchical union. Once there is a small group in charge of

decision making the members are toast. In the mean time, I am excited for once to read the news. Keep on Truckin' your blues

away GO TRUCKERS
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Max... I understand the account is now being unfrozen. They say the delay had to do with meeting laws concerning international

money transfers. In the meantime, I would like to know who collects the interest on this account. I last heard it was over $6

million. That sounds like a lot, but would not even buy every trucker a tank of gas to get home. Truckers have organized

themselves without govt or the force of law. They have taken on responsibility for themselves showing us how unnecessary it is

for govt to police them. Tt shows what a determined and moral people can do when they organize and are self-reliant.
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axkershaw and all... This is ]rst and foremost about obtaining control over money and assets. Next, over people--their labor,

minds, hearts and souls. Suck them dry until nothing remains except an empty zombie shell of the most submissive and

compliant individuals to serve masters. Replace people with machines. Retain only those who remain useful. The fallacy of this

kind of thinking becomes evident with the breakdown of the system. At that time, only those with resourcefulness and creative

problem-solving ability will survive. The elites lack practical survival skills and are dependent on their technology to remain in

power.

The higher the technology, the easier it can be sabotaged--esp. without large numbers of people to maintain and support it. The

truckers convoy is again to bringing down the wall between Germany and the great Hungarian Freedom Revolution. Fort

McHenry. raising the \ag at Iwo Jima. It is a statement of liberty. It reminds people they are born free. Ultimately the power

resides in the people. The elites try to divide and weaken us for their own gain. The unions have not represented their

membership well. That is also a place where changes in leadership need to be made. Maybe even organizing new unions and

discarding the old.
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axkershaw, spot on. The slightest whiff the Predator$ may lose control as to whether scarcity or abundance could be disrupted

& not bene]t them, totally unhinges them. It's why any direct action taken by Joe Six Pack to actually work, were made illegal

decades ago. First a bill was passed, all the direct actions to work then come under the jurisdiction of the Courts. Then the

courts were used to nitpick away by decree, this much is legal, this much is not, until it was all gone & now forgotten, or never

knew. Thing is, we, the 99% are already suffering the effects of a General Strike, but no awareness of or use of this leverage. At

one time the CIO labor unions were very democratic, but the merger with the AFL, many of the CIO picked up the AFL's top down

practices. So, you are so right to point out if this grows stay away from the Hierarchy Model.

Even if run by earnest, honest players, the Power Structure uses the Legacy Media to tear them apart as we are seeing with

those who have dared speak out on the Jab/s. The other deal is even when led by good people, people die, or just can't do it

anymore, usually they get replaced by someone doesn't have the chops or understanding. When around long enough, another is

they get out\anked and brought into the Predator$ pocket through things like the Bill & Milinda Foundation. The shell all looked

the same, but the yolk is gone. The best description I've seen say's - I am not your Moses. If a Moses can lead you out of the

wilderness, someone else can lead you right back into the wilderness.
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I ]nd this very heartening and inspiring, and strategically smart. Thank you Almond for posting about this and for all the rest of

you providing further links. Please let's spread the links around widely, beyond this forum. And thank you! GO TRUCKERS!!!

YAY!!!!
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Nothing is at the end of anything to do with this cull... it's only just beginning... Waking Up – Culling Us Off – Alan Watt

www.bitchute.com/.../M8pcQmNCAudO  THE UN AGENDA 21 RELIGION & CARBON TAX INDULGENCES / ALAN WATT

www.bitchute.com/.../BodcNuRRjigG  | www.alanwattsentientsentinel.eu/.../currentEnglish.html

 | www.bitchute.com/.../5W8Qpgv76n77  … none of the agendas or astro/geological/ice

age/glacial/inter-glacial/mag/rev/cosmic ray/volcanic cycles are ever over… they’re all barely just started even though the

electroverse is trillions upon trillions of years old … just like this current well documented [right here, right now by the Cap’n]

plunge into this next cyclical extended “cold spell” and well planned and engineered depop unfortunately. Cheers.

https://electroverse.net/
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Residents of Ottawa are on the receiving end of this focus though most are not politically involved. The protest leaders are

working with police to ensure that access routes remain open for emergency vehicles (ambulance, ]re, etc.). It was announced

that Justin T. is 'self-isolating' for ]ve days due to having been 'exposed' to covid. Well, the timing is good -- the people who are

coming don't want to see him!
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MaxDuncan & Sue12cross, in my experience the only way your account can be frozen is by a government dept putting the

freeze. Any company or organization doing this on their own risks being sued and being shutdown. An attorney would need to

request for the freeze documents then take it up to the court with whoever placed it, once they ]nd the reason for it that is.
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The COVID-19 genocide of 2020 - Claire Edwards fakeotube.com/.../the-covid-19-genocide-of-2020  |

 www.bitchute.com/.../5W8Qpgv76n77
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To all participating truckers in the convoys, to all peaceful protestors, bloggers spreading word, etc: Please take note. We need

not demand our freedoms back. Instead, we need only demand that the Constitution, in place in the USA since 1776, be obeyed

while we pay for it with our tax dollars. End of story.
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Robert... I had trouble with some of the links you provided. I believe this one will work and encourage everyone to watch it. You

need to be informed and as prepared as you can be. www.bitchute.com/.../qcjkFD3JLJ5G  Some info on convoy schedules is

being disappeared. If you want to join in, try heading towards the nearest major customs point of entry, esp. the larger ones

where more supporters will gather. It should not be diDcult to ]nd the convoy once you get close.  Travel well-prepared for the

duration. If you can only show up tomorrow, that is good, too. The more I assess the current escalating global situation, my

thoughts tend to the following...

It will be good living in an area with very undependable cell phone reception. It will be good to have adequate good water, but be

in a rain shadow where "fallout" is less likely to be dumped on our heads. I have immediate work ahead of me, but after

completion, look forward to building shacks in the wilderness... it seems to me that a person may want to go for a very long hike

in the woods. Accept the struggle, knowing you will suffer. Continue to resist because there is no better alternative. Continue

learning and doing.
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Miranda and all... Ghandi fought with little more than vison and a dream, but he had the support of multitudes and

righteousness on his side.
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Ice Age Eugenics and Biodigital-convergence Now.Info The "wounded" sacri]cial pedo/globalist/murderers have likely been

played/used to selectively soft-kill poison/cull the desired demographics. Woke tricked into eugenically culling the woke.

Thursday, January 27, 2022 by: Mike Adams Tags: chaos, Collapse, conspiracy, deep state, depopulation, extermination,

false-\ag, Globalism, government, pandemic, survival, terrorism, vaccines By de-cloaking, the demons running the global

depopulation campaign just telegraphed their exact plans for 2022 – 2024 (Natural News)

As the truth about the anti-human demonic entities running our world today is revealed in the present, it provides us the

opportunity to reevaluate the past and gain new understanding from our own ]rst person witnessing of history as it

unfolded.For example, we now know that the globalists are, factually speaking, child-traDcking pedophiles. We know they run a

global organ harvesting and transplant black market operation. We know they routinely plot to maximize corporate pro]ts by

killing any number of human beings in the process (covid vaccines, pharmaceuticals, etc.), and we know they plot false \ag

operations in order to run psychological terrorism campaigns against the people of the world.

www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-27-decloaking-demons-global-depopulation-c..  

'Herds & Predators' - Common Law News Round UP www.bitchute.com/.../mBrAnaR2AzlP  Common Law Ends Covid Tyranny

www.bitchute.com/.../avnyXzXzfBrE  Owen Lucas - Common Law News www.bitchute.com/.../R7iEIxQQnaWC  Thanks

Almond... Certain likely "\agged source" links like "Fakeotube" get automatically "split" by the automatic algorithm. I send links

to Ab at: https://fakeotube.com/  and to Cap Allon and yours truly at Electroverse for "why now?".

electroverse.net/sea-freezes-in-greece-arctic-blast-sends-u-s-nat-gas-..
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Don't Believe heresycentral.is/.../john-lennons-greatest-hit   Don't believe what you see. Don't believe what you read. Don't

believe the TV, 'Cause there's nothing that's real. Listen up I'm talking to you. It ain't a revolution just to ]ght for the truth. Don't

believe what they say. Don't believe what they sell. Don't believe what they push. It's all lies, can't you tell? Listen up I'm talking to

you. It ain't a revolution just to ]ght for the truth. All right. Let's ]ght. It's time to get some answers; Yeah, it's time for a change.

You're either a solution or get out of the way.
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Stand up and be counted and get into the game. The truth we took for granted has been taken away. What'd I say? Don't believe

what you hear. Don't believe in their fear. Don't believe they're sincere, 'Cause they really don't care. Listen up I'm talking to you. It

ain't a revolution just to ]ght for the truth. Don't believe that you're safe. Don't believe in their hate. Don't believe in their game.

You're just a number to play. Listen up I'm talking to you. It ain't a revolution just to ]ght for the truth. 

🎼

 Don't believe what they

preach. Don't believe what they teach. Don't believe that you're free.

'Cause they're killing your dreams. Listen up I'm talking to you. It ain't a revolution just to ]ght for the truth. It's time to get some

answers; Yeah, it's time for a change. You're either a solution or get out of the way. Stand up and be counted and get into the

game. The truth we took for granted has been taken away. What'd I say? Don't believe what you see. Don't believe what you read.

Don't believe in their pills, 'Cause they're all made to kill. Listen up I'm talking to you. It ain't a revolution just to ]ght for the truth.

https://youtu.be/NqEDLUOO63k
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Robert and all... I'll add this, too. But you can't just imagine it. People will need to be committed and involved. Resistance must

be strong and wide. Imagine there's a free press. It's easy if you try. No talk of "conspiracy theories." How did those people die?

Imagine no corruption. That means the language, too. Imagine there's no Deep State. It isn't hard to do; No three-letter agencies;

No Bilderbergers, too. Imagine an establishment of complete transparency, you You may say I'm a dreamer, But I'm not the only

one. If more folks would join us, My work would be done. Imagine a reversion; I wonder if you can; To our founding principles, To

the natural rights of man. Imagine a great country back on the freedom road, you You may say I'm a dreamer, But I'm not the

only one. If more folks would join us, My work would be done. David Martin  heresycentral.is/.../john-lennons-greatest-hit
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Almond, I clicked on https://youtu.be/ET211fWWuc  and it said this video isn't available anymore
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Almond, many "non or less-woke" Canadian/American truckers/citizens may read Mercola et al but less than 1% will ever make

comments on any blog... but through truthers like Mercola, NaturalNews, Alan Watt, Bitchute, Brighteon, Rense, Electroverse, Ice

Age Ahead [ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..  - send a note sometime if you like

(Rolf has already passed but "robert" is still this side of the grass roots;)] the reality/truth (for those with eyes/ears) like a lion

always takes care of itself. The most humane killing/culling is where the victim(s) don't know that they're being killed.

What is already happening to the "targeted" populations by the selective weapons of mass destruction is a pre-mini/major ice

age famine "humane" eugenical cull and population right -sizing in preparation for what is coming again. The herd is being

continuously high-graded through ongoing natural and eugenical selection... sometimes faster like right here, right now where it

is more easily observable to the more intellectually aware. This Israeli guy in three segments explains the current modus

operandi being used ww to speed things along just now.

I'm glad you get it. Stay well. Expect that you'll be a remnant for sure. Cheers. How to take a virus and turn it into a pandemic.

twitter.com/.../1486428989849845766  .                        test                                               .

www.globalresearch.ca/this-weeks-most-popular-articles-52/5768420?utm_..
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Robert... Well, there goes the neighborhood me sitting in a rocking chair during my old age. Guess I should ]ll the woodshed

and keep stockpiling food to the rafters. Will be a tragedy if hops don't grow.
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Omicron is putting an end to this false pandemic, but the alert must continue to reject the "vaccine" reinforcements. The syndemic that

is announced for the spring that will continue to enrich the globalist elites causing a health and economic crisis. This genocide that

was exposed in P]zar's own documents cannot continue. Forced injections are breaking all previous records for death and damage

caused by the "vaccine". drtrozzi.org/2022/01/12/exceptional-ccca-analysis-proves-covid-jabs-to..  (01/12/2022). 20 FACTS ABOUT

VACCINATION YOUR DOCTOR FORGOT TO TELL YOU www.globalresearch.ca/20-facts-about-vaccination-your-doctor-forgot-to..

 (01/26/2022).

Critical thinking and respect for oneself must overcome tyranny, not accepting authoritarian mandates that are abusive, meaningless

and constantly changing. That is submission; it means a broken spirit. Let's be renegades; think critically and act in harmony with our

ideas. Video: drtrozzi.org/2021/12/11/self-respect-beats-tyranny-inspirational-4-min..  . A LETTER TO THE UNVACCINATED.

www.globalresearch.ca/.../5752287  (01/26/2022) More and more people are taking to Twitter to express their regret at getting

vaccinated against the Wuhan coronavirus. www.infowars.com/posts/i-was-lied-to-by-my-government-twitter-\ooded-..  (01/24

/2022).

‘TIDE IS TURNING’: SEVERAL EU COUNTRIES SCRAP COVID RESTRICTIONS

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/jimmy-dore-eu-countries-scrap-covi..  (01/27/22) The Prime Minister of Saskatchewan

(Canada) rejects further COVID restrictions. “We are avoiding the economic and psychological damage and violation of personal

freedoms that lockdowns often cause.” www.lifesitenews.com/news/saskatchewan-premier-declines-more-covid-res..  (01/26/2022)
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Hi Gui, it really concerns me that these people, who have been injuring and killing via genetic vaccines, think that they can

simply say, oh, golly gosh, it's over. And they think that this will mean they can get away with what they have done? There are

numerous politicians, "doctors," world leaders, educators, etcetera, who should be indicted, put to trial and sentenced

accordingly.  We have truckers arriving in Ottawa from every province in our country to protest the mandate for vaccines.

Yesterday Prime Minister Trudeau went into hiding citing another Covid exposure needing isolation.

My, what a designed coincidence. His occupation was drama teacher and he uses it to full advantage.   I ]nally found de]nitive

evidence, right from the horse's mouth, that Trudeau attended Karl Schwab's classes. But it's much worse than that. This man,

Schwab, is a lunatic and I have read that his meme is: "Own nothing and be happy."  https://youtu.be/-B1Mc0PbXjw  Trudeau:

World Economic Forum Klaus Schwab at Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School of Government This URL above will tell you very

quickly why we have a serious problem and will lose Canada if we don’t stop this criminal human rights abuse now.

It is violation of the Charter. The state of emergency keeps being necessitated to power the political motives. Deputy Prime

Minister Christia Freeland also attended this school. Major Russ Cooper (ret’d), Canadian Citizens for Charter Rights and

Freedoms, or C3RF, (URL below) was very helpful and provided this fact after I shared an email with him. Major Cooper

represents to me, the True North Strong & Free... and his website (below) has always been fair and factual.

 www.canadiancitizens.org
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Yeah, well every provincial premier and our prime mnister have much to answer for. So does the medical establishment. They

are not heroes for ]nally ending the bullshit, they are all up to their eyeballs in mass murder. My kids got vaccinated against my

my strongest advice. Because we all got omicron, they didn't take third shots, thank God but the damage is done. Ever since this

pandemic began, I had a voice in my head saying they're trying to kill us but my family thought I was completely mad. I thought I

was completely mad too. I guess wasn't after all.
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Now let’s pray for trials and investigations to begin. I am hoping the Nuremberg II trails go forward with great speed as well as

others bringing charges against hospital corporations for not using ivermectin. One class action suit; just one...will create a

landslide.
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Thanks Gui for pointing out that vaccine mandates have not been altered that much. Yes they are saying that COVID restrictions

to be reduced however I am waiting for the big "BUT" where they will say, "only for those who have been vaccinated and continue

to be vaccinated every 6 months".  By the way, how do they determine if an Omicron is the main variant affecting the

population? I realize it is through genetic testing but that must cost a lot money. So when they say almost 100% of the

population who gets tested positive is with the Omicron, does that mean that all positive cases are being tested with genetic

testing? Or are they going purely on symptoms. If it is going purely on symptoms then there is no way they can know it is just

Omicron since there are many differential diagnosis to these symptoms.
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The tide maybe turning on the oDcial narrative from our Grand Masters, but it is doubtful their main objectives will be given up

on. New tactics and strategies will no doubt be slipping in. Our BS detectors will need to be kept up & ]ned turned to recognize

the different approaches to take the old one's place. Some more Awww, no fair, you're picking on me, from Fauci.

www.yahoo.com/news/fauci-very-very-upending-experience-161557057.html
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Agree with comments. Stay vigilant and awake, now more than ever . ORDO AB CHAO  (Order From Chaos) "All the world's a

stage ....." ~ Shakespeare
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Thanks Gui for all these educational links! I am saving these to pass on to my jabbed family and friends. Right now they won’t

listen but perhaps I can ]nd a tiny crack and sneak some tidbit into their diluted psychotic brain :-)
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Thank you all for your interesting and realistic comments that give the opportunity to ]ght for civil liberties and rights. Yes, we

have a series of lunatics, psychopaths and narcissists who must be brought to justice. The ethical and moral principles of Klaus

Schwab are de]ned in the words he declared: ““ After all, this pandemic is your basic terror operation. How else are you going to

hold society together and mobilize it?” Schwab continued: “Since the dawn of time, people have been falling ill and dying for a

variety of reasons. Down through the ages, some of those people who recovered said, 'When I was sick THIS time, it was really

DIFFERENT.

I had never experienced anything like it.’ Anyway, now we take all that sickness and dying and we re-label a large part of it

‘COVID’. Add the fear particle and we have our window of opportunity to transform the world.” We live a tremendous battle, in

which there is no bomb but a war against humanity. The enemy is the deep state that wants to subject the world population to

its whims. This unknown situation causes consequences at all levels: health, economic, political, demographic, but, above all, it

causes consequences at a psychological level. We have the weapons that allow us to ]ght against deception.

Possible answers can be given in human nature, depending on our personality and our knowledge of reality. Also, luckily we

have groups of “anti-fearers” in Tennessee, Kentucky, and Florida have sprung up. US Attorney General Garland has issued a

memorandum to all Dept. of Justice employees: “These groups share common anti-government sentiments. They tend to cling

to religion and guns. We have to be on the alert for acts of domestic terrorism…”

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/01/jon-rappoport/the-government-has-isolated-..  (01/28/20221)
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A movement against world tyranny. Bastille 2022 refers not only to the restoration of these fundamental rights. It seeks to

reverse and disable the criminal agenda of COVID-19 that over the past two years has unleashed global economic, social and

political chaos in 193 member states of the United Nations, coupled with bankruptcies, unemployment, mass poverty and

despair. . Famines have been reported in 25 countries. What is at stake is the creation of a mass movement (nationally and

globally) that questions the legitimacy and authority of the architects of this insidious project that, broadly speaking, emanates

from: Big Money, Big Pharma, the conglomerates of information technology, the security apparatus, Intelligence, the Military

Industrial Complex, Big Energy, the Corporate Media.

“BASTILLE 2022”: BUILDING A WORLDWIDE MOVEMENT AGAINST “CROWN TYRANNY”

www.globalresearch.ca/bastille-2022-building-a-worldwide-movement-agai..  (01/27/2022) Some news highlights the end of a

false pandemic that should never have existed. Permanent Secretary for Health Kiattiphum Wongrajit announced the intention

after a meeting of the ministry's National Committee on Communicable Diseases on Thursday. Dr Kiattiphum said the

committee planned to declare covid-19 endemic before the end of the year.

www.asia-paci]cresearch.com/covid-declared-endemic-year-end-thailand/..  (01/27/2022). The Danish government intends to

lift all restrictions imposed in connection with the pandemic from January 31, TASS reports with reference to Jyllands-Posten.

According to her sources, Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen plans to announce the decision at a press conference on

Wednesday. According to the publication, the chief of staff will also announce that as of February 5, COVID-19 will no longer be

classi]ed as critically endangered diseases for the population. news.am/.../683747.html  (01/26/2022)
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Retsbew, Klaus Schwab - a lunatic? That's very generous, I'd say. I have always seen him as the very personi]cation of the devil.

He both looks and sounds totally devilish. "You will own nothing, and you will be happy" is a devil's dictum. On a different note, I

refuse to get too sanguine over Omicron, herd immunity etc. I think the evidence leans toward Omicron being lab-created like

the original "wild strain". So, it may well have been a deliberate ploy to fast-track herd immunity and/or end the pandemic. The

grand reset project must yet be alive - and here's why - straight from the mouth of that other devil (pick him up from 14:04 if you

may well be familiar with this clip): www.bitchute.com/.../q95DngNF2jsJ  . The smirk at the end is the smirk of the devil when

he knows something that he thinks we don't.
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Good Day Gui! US Attorney General Garland has issued a memorandum to all Dept. of Justice employees: “These groups share

common anti-government sentiments. They tend to cling to religion and guns. We have to be on the alert for acts of domestic

terrorism…” www.lewrockwell.com/2022/01/jon-rappoport/the-government-has-isolated-.. (01/28/20221) I think people, yes

people...Human, with rights given at Birth from our creator regardless of the physical location of our birth on the planet, only

want the ability to decide for ourselves and our children what is best for ourselves individually.

Most of us know exactly what that is and take responsibility for our decisions on a daily basis. We don't need at "Parent"

government stepping into every aspect of our lives deciding what is best for us on just about every aspect of our lives. That

doesn't Make us anti-government. It means we are mature capable people, completely capable to make these decision on our

own, for ourselves and our minor children. As we say in my neck of the woods..."I'm a grown @ss man/woman"! Please!

Originally, in America, government was instituted to guarantee and protect our rights and defend them; not to assume without

question or proof that representatives and agencies can move in and replace our God (not government) given rights with

privileges, especially when the hypocrisy of the government is so obvious and in our faces on a daily basis, to the most minute

degree! Whose the terrorist here?

I want, and suspect the majority of mankind feels the same...to be left alone, to live life as I best see ]t, unless I am harming

another, damaging or destroying their property or infringing upon their rights. If that makes me anti-government, then I have to

say that I will wear that proudly upon my mantle. And, I will do so without ever harming another regardless of their fear or hatred

of me. Rights aren't rights if someone can take them away, they are privileges. George Carlin-Sounds like slavery to me.
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patents.justia.com/.../7776521   Beentheredonethat, with patented viruses, it would already seem evident that we have to be on

the alert for acts of domestic terrorism....coming from our own government. And acts of dictatorship, which itself is a form of

government-touted violence/coercion rooted in pro]teering and over-control of lives to that end. And it is about time that people

wake up! Thank god, many already are starting to, now. And my prediction is that the wave will only continually grow.
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To "Retsbew": Not just politicians got 'trained' but also journalists who work in Canada -- it seems to be a job requirement to

have attended the EIS training. Anyone who heard the CBC reporting this week knows it was all about trying to stir up

resentment and anger toward the convoys for blocking roads (even before it happened), causing businesses to close for the

weekend, and so on.  Did you sign up to 'adopt-a-trucker'? That is about direct support and human-to-human contact, instead of

relying on internet platforms. If you are in Ottawa, probably there is still time to offer whatever you might have available.

On the adopt form they list several categories. Some were just for the interim stopovers. Since Ottawa is the destination,

adopting may mean a longer commitment especially for the ones who need to stay to support initiatives such as getting the GG

oDce to investigate, and much else.  Let's hunker down and hold ]rmly to the thought that this is a deep shift. It was

encouraging that Canadians in large numbers reacted against JT's comments smearing the 'unvaccinated' and appearing to hint

that it would be OK to attack them.

This triggered indignation at the aspect that it felt like a hate-crime perpetrated by a politician. Public complaints to the RCMP

prompted them to open an investigation and set up a special oDce for it; they are accepting phone calls from Canadians at the

number 613-993-6884.   There are many avenues for Canadians to take action, in harmony with our basic character which is

based on civil society and being kind to each other. Nobody is advocating violence! This is about restoring Canada to itself!
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based on civil society and being kind to each other. Nobody is advocating violence! This is about restoring Canada to itself!
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The reason why this has ended and suddenly is because the court cases are coming thick and fast and in all countries. If they hadn't

been blocked and repeatedly so and with the media campaign to drown them out and vilify every one involved early on, it would have

]nished and ]zzled out like the Swine \u. This is nothing about health or illness. Look at the government ]gures around the world for

2020 and 2021 and now look at the deaths at the moment; the heart conditions, ]t healthy adults keeling over, children dying of heart

attacks, the recurring cancers, thrombosis - that is why they are on the run, they know what is coming.
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stanleybecker
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hullo sue - they might be on the run but the brainwashed have not been deprogrammed - - the Skinnerian and Pavlovian

methods of constant conditioned repetition is always diDcult to redirect - as these humans cannot think for themselves a

complete overhaul of the Zombie Culture is undeniably demanded - the Holy Church of the TV screen has to be modi]ed in

order to initiate change
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Guillermou
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The globalist elites have several events that cause them serious problems to continue with their tyrannical strategy: the court

cases, the increasingly critical responses of the people to the "vaccine" reinforcements and that with omicron, or another variant

that arises, The damage will probably be milder and this false pandemic becomes a syndemic. Yes, deaths from cancer and

many other causes are increasing. Even the CDC showed that excess deaths increased by more than 40 percent among

Americans ages 18 to 49 during a 12-month period ending in October 2021, with the Wuhan coronavirus.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rise-nationwide-excess-deaths-18-t..  (01/20/22)

This study found that the vaccine offers no protection at all. It shows that protection is a complete fallacy and that those who

are vaccinated are more likely to be infected and suffer serious illness than people who are not vaccinated.

alexberenson.substack.com/.../another-major-red-\ag-about-covid  (12/18/2021) In just four months, COVID-19 vaccines have

killed more people than all available vaccines combined from mid-1997 to the end of 2013, a period of 15.5 years. And the most

affected people are between 18 and 64 years old, the group that was not in the Covid statistics. As reported, we are in a medical

experiment to which the 10 ethical principles of the Nuremberg Code must be applied.

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/gary-g-kohls/we-for-humanitys-urgent-plea-..
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I am so much looking forward to watching both shoes drop.  I want to see justice. Meanwhile, if you cannot do big things to

support the cause, do what you can and continue to resist. It takes a united effort.
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Sue12cross, thank you for saying that. I agree with you. And, the marches that have turned out the most giant and densely

packed mobs of people, worldwide, may also be having an effect, plus the trucking convoys which Almond has been so good to

link for us here. (Thankyou Almond! This gives much hope). I want to further state, that those who are quite understandably

disheartened by the corruption of the courts and of the politicians, can hereby be heartened by the sudden turning of the tide,

just when the gigantic mobs have been protesting in mostly, the most peaceful ways, and just when the court cases were ]led.

The truth does not like to see the light of day, and there are certain individuals with a lot to hide! Further, nobody likes to be

sued. I hope people take some heart from this, that lawsuits can indeed work! And I far prefer to see that than war. What I ]nd

heartening too, is how peaceable the crowds have been, in most areas with only a few exceptions. This is truly impressive!
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Sue, I agree with your analysis. It's so crazy in Canada we now have vicious articles in the Toronto Star encouraging punishment

of the un-vaxxed by not allowing them to use hospitals or forcing them to pay for it - something we've paid all our lives for via

deductions matched by our employers. Trudeau has said things like the vaxxed are mysogynists!!! Stanley, you're so right, too

many of these vaxxed are brain damaged. Some idiot on the City of Ottawa Council in a meeting about the Truckers protest,

suggested there might be counter demonstrations.

I was gobsmacked. Not unless they're paid for by Soros - who has oDces in Toronto BTW. Is this what they dream of? Fire up

those still alive with the particle connectors still in them and use them like Storm Troupers? I tried to get the video of the council

meeting to Keean Bext at the head of the convoy (ex Rebel News and now with his own company, Counter Signal). But the video

would not transfer to be copied, no matter what I did. They've been giving them phoney weather reports apparently. But the next

3 days for sure, no storms.

Roads are clear. They keep yapping on that 90% of the people in Ottawa are vaxxed. So why is it I see so many comments

decrying the vax as dangerous and a lot of these people must be here in Ottawa?  YouTube stopped me publishing my

comments. This is the second time so I was annoyed. Wrote them that they can censor me all they like but I have copies of my

comments and when the media is brought to justice I will forward them to the appropriate authorities. They reinstated me in just

over a day.
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If you didn't see this back when it ]rst came out 5th May 2020 then perhaps you should now as this nurse has just testi]ed

again but in a more formal way! It's straight off-the-cuff as she comes off the ward www.bitchute.com/.../ikwfuyvrWTZO   She

was vili]ed and ignored and came to regret it because of the effect on her children, who were persecuted too. I've seen

comments (now removed) on her recent video brandnewtube.com/watch/nurse-nicole-sirotek-exposing-murders-in-new-yo..

 saying 'Oh yes and she was probably tiktok dancing back in 2020' - well she wasn't - she was crying out for help on what she

had seen and no one except a few of us who sent that video on to friends and family and anyone we thought might listen.

As Almond writes her 'if you can't do big things,' do small, get those convoy videos sent out and shared they are on Odysee,

Rumble, BitChute and brandNewTube - I defy anyone to watch them with a dry eye. This is a long one but it gives you the whole

picture: odysee.com/@alltheworldsastage:0/Trudeau-Small-Fringe-Minority-LIE-Can..  (it's Odysee with restricted bandwidth so

you may need to download or let it load up before you watch) there are shorter ones that show direct action between supporters

on the road side bringing food to the truckers - you can ]nd them easily. These people are out in -27 F ready and waiting before

the truckers arrive and then standing for hours as the whole convoy goes through showing support. Go Canada!
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Ahh yes, 2009s H1N1 virus ...the world biggest medical fraud perpetrated on mankind. .until Covid19. H1N1 has been well

written about and researched after the scam. It was found to be the biggest orchestrated medical con-jon done with Big

Pharma...until Covid 19....and here is the “shocking fact” . H1N1 scam was designed, and enforced by ALL THE EXACT SAME

PEOPLE who brought us Covid19 Fear, censorship and forced injections. Yes, starting with Neil Ferguson of the UK in his far-out

high predictions of death, Fauci, Paul Redgrave and AlL the psychopaths who,-with the help of a controlled media- were

completely successful this time at their fraud. Yes...ALL The EXACT SAME PEOPLE ran BOTH Plandemic scams. The difference

it was successful this time is due to: technology and social media control, main stream media now controlled by the same

money as Big Pharma, and successful information censorship.

The destruction of “the scienti]c method” and “early treatment” was also due to the full capture of all governments health

agencies and regulators. Cross -seeding of the Corporate Boards of Media, Pharma, and Regulating agencies also became

established. The next gain of function small pox release (as promised by Bill Gates) will be even MORE successful if elected

oDcials and ethical leaders fail to stand up ..or those involved with the “Great Reset” plans for post humanism ]nally bail-out

and realize how evil it’s plan for Neo-Serfdom and enslavement really is.
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Stanley, hi there! These are the 30% in the rich countries of the West, they will still be wearing masks and sanitising their hands

until they keel over from brain hypoxia and their skin falls off - you can't do anything about them because to wake up now is to

deny everything they have lived by since kindergarten. The TV and the rest of MSM are their echo chamber - reaDrming what

'we' all believe and that there is no contrary view, except from 'deniers' or 'anti-]ll in the blanks'. As Ghent Professor, Mattias

Desmet (he of the Mass Formation epithet) put it, they are not asleep they are pretending to be and thus they can never be

awakened.

It's the 40% on the fence that are moving now, they are the ones making the difference because they are directly seeing the

effects on families and friends - not the so-and-so friend of the cousin of the man-next-door died of covid but people close to

them with heart problems, palsy or worse. They have been denied and up until now denied themselves the skills to think

critically when things don't add up, or are illogical, nor to understand that 'expert' can cover a multitude of sins but they can

believe their own eyes. This is the fault of the education system, we who went through it, sometimes for decades, maybe even

taught in it but came out the other side, know it for what it is and know who funded it.

The education system needs a complete overhaul, in the 18th century the reason for the Grand Tour was precisely because the

Universities were found to be not ]t for purpose well these same ones and other modern hybrids have been the cornerstones

holding up - now propping up this 'pandemic' and they too will be held accountable. I don't know if you saw the video of one of

Ferguson's aka (Professor Lockdown) own student, walking out of his lecture and calling him a murderer. Well he is cited in

several of the court cases - doesn't look good on his cv nor that of the glossy prospectus of Imperial.
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Think4Urself don't forget the Foot and Mouth aka herpes 'epidemic' of 2001, millions of animals murdered, lambs buried alive,

sharpshooters killing rare breed stock people tried to hide in their own homes, 65 farmers committed suicide and hey so much

agricultural land going a-begging as farmers were forced into bankruptcy or just wanted out, sickened and disgusted by the

butchery. Same players, same junk science, same computer modelling, same Ferguson and to top it all; Tony Blair who has

made a fortune out of World-wide suffering and destruction, never investigated for war crimes (blocked by the High Court) and

now has been ennobled with the Knight of the Garter for it.

What a rotten society the UK is and not just it, there are replicas all around us , as each country, at least in Europe, competes for

the title of the most corrupt. Check this out, they even boast about it: www.bitchute.com/.../ALsw9lPbwYi7  By the way maybe -

if they don't know that already someone should send this video to the Truckers - so that they know who they are up against and

why they are so important on not just a Canadian front.
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Retsbew, the Truckers will need to look out for plants, psy ops and false \ags as seen in the huge Bruxelles/Brussel

demonstration at the weekend. There is a video up which analyses what occurred and what the Media et al created and what

really happened - highlighting the points you mentioned: odysee.com/.../WHAT-REALLY-HAPPENED-IN-BRUSSELS:7
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Think4Urself, Exactly, exactly the very same people. Should have been thrown out & put in jail decades ago. Why hit yourself in

the head with a hammer? Because it feels so good when you stop.
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Thank you Mirandola, by the way remember about a year or so I predicted they would bring back or rather resurrect, bird \u -

well they did in the UK before Christmas. You asked me for proof at the time, call it a gut feeling because I knew that over the

'pandemic' people would begin to worry about food security and that all round brilliant food the egg would be something on

people's minds as a ]rst defense (other than growing stuff). Therefore, the government would try and checkmate this with more

fear porn. Chickens aren't just about eggs either, watching them and the way, if they are free, they create a balanced society and

diet, how well they love and care for each other and their chicks, including the roosters, has an amazing positive boost to the

psyche. Every home should have some!
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Gui thanks for all the links! At the organic farm where we buy our milk, the farmer's wife has 3 friends dying with returned

cancers after the jab - one has a childhood cancer that had disappeared 40 years ago. Interestingly she (the farmer's wife) has

been avoiding us for 18 months, just leaving our milk and cream in the shop fridge and leaving us to bag up and upload the

grain. This last week, she's done with it all, she's been harassed for not being jabbed and has so many tales about the jabbed

that she's ]nally realised something is not right with the narrative. The farmer still is avoiding us because we don't wear a mask

but then one out of two is a start and although this is an organic farm it still doesn't mean critical thinking it means sadly, there

is more money in organic farming, plus both the farmer's wife's parents died of cancer attributed to pesticides.
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Nothing is "ending", Sue. It's simply transforming. The controllers still have plenty of surprises.
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Randyfast, the covid narrative is ending but that is because it's just part of a much bigger whole and it has served its purpose, in

fact to continue with it any longer is now a liability. The idea is that people will forget and presumably forgive as the next big

bogeyman comes along. I don't believe that is going to happen and if you can get people to stop being scared of each other then

that's a beginning. My postman just turned up to deliver a letter, without a mask on after 2 years of nonsense that is an

amazingly milestone. Cheer up. I have great faith in humanity and the goodness of many and also in the adage: 'Fool me once,

shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me'. The covid narrative would have ]nished long ago if there had sadly not been so

many willing gulls and I don't mean birds, they have more sense.
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Sue12cross, I really think that if people read this quote and lived by it, the Scamdemic would have been over long ago.

"Necessity is the plea for every infringement of human freedom. It is the argument of tyrants, it is the creed of slaves." ---William

Pitt, House of Commons I also think that if peoples' fears were addressed in ways that satisfy everybody, and if alternatives

were known for their science and effectiveness, then the "Science" of the Scams would also be over, long ago.
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Just because everybody develops immunity, doesn't mean that they will stop promoting the jabs, or even the mandates. Expect more

variants; after all, there are still lots of letters in the Greek alphabet that are still unused. And the power hungry leaders have already

tasted the sweet success of mandates and masks.
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Pharma is a predatory COMMERCIAL entity that is hellbent on turnover for their anti health products - Zombie Culture will either

live without vaccination or die vaccinated - even the BRAIN DEAD have a choice
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stanley... I have a widget I want to sell at a high pro]t. Sales can make me rich beyond my wildest dreams if only I can get govts

to mandate that each member of the global population buy several a year.
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Almond - the market place has changed its rules - Pharma now operates on prepaid preordered terms only - the IMF pays for the

7 years worth and the politicians agree to coerce their populations into reaching quotas - the baksheesh then spreads some of

the bribery - this is how you must market your widget - Big Brother is there to help you
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Despite the evil and desire for enrichment that this false pandemic represents for the globalist elites, all epidemics end in a

syndemic, the death and extreme debilitation of people are not favorable events for the microbe, because it itself ceases to

exist along with the guest. For this reason, once a balance has been reached, after a time of evolutionary adaptation between

both species, endemic diseases are usually less serious and less deadly. Let's hope this happens soon and that the new

variants represent what it should always have been: a \u created in the Whuan laboratory. The important thing is to reject the

reinforcements of the "vaccines" so as not to destroy the immune system and feed the wealth of predators.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM
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After listening to Senator Ron Johnson’s panel on Monday, all ]ve hours of it, the variants that will come after will be weaker not

stronger. Variants do not go backwards. At least that is what the expert on that panel said...and if I remember my biology

correctly, that is correct.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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"Vaccines are one of the rare commercial products that multiply pro]ts by failing."   RFK Jr's "The Real Anthony Fauci" p. 71
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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plastictekkie I think Mr Gates wants to skip further variants and head straight for a smallpox pandemic. He seemed pretty

con]dent in forecasting it. (apologies for losing the link)
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM
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Plastictekkie, I totally agree with you that they are not done with throwing more variants at us. As long as they have “followers”

they will continue.
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rrealrose
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The US Military has been experimenting on their troops to an extreme degree - this data came out during the recent Senator Ron

Johnson's hearing in DC, here's a clip from Atty Thomas Renz: COVID 19 - MILITARY VAX DATA ROCKS DC CATASTROPHIC

INJURY TOLL EXPOSED - www.bitchute.com/.../WJzpXvAVbbIP  - in case you do not care to watch entire 5 hrs. of testimony.

Not clear what this info may portend, not good news for anyone involved.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Quoting a retailer: "I think they are going to have to name Greek letters Omicron 2 and Alpha 3, etc because with all these

variants, they are going to run out of Greek letters". She was saying how ridiculously carried away this whole thing is.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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All criminals get addicted to easy money. That's what creates criminals. It's the most addictive thing on the planet. What we

have here are criminals cramming their lawless reckless behavior down our throats and LAUGHING at all of the sheeple being

trampled on. It's disgusting! Who's going to rise up and push back? No one! This same rhetoric that convinces everyone that

they have to get vaccinated condems any critical thinking. Anyone who might decide to have a protest and trespasses on the

capital is considered a terrorist. We are at the virge of losing all our freedoms as we know it. The constitution isn't worth the

paper it's written on anymore. It gets trampled on daily with no consequences to those doing the trampling. Until there's an

uprising or revolution, nothing will ever change.
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This isn't over until those responsible are tried, convicted and sentenced like the Nazi war criminals at Nuremberg.
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rrealrose
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Not certain this is going to play out as anyone planned.  Moderna announced this week their company is starting clinical trials

on their new mRNA-based HIV vaccine. Got that? Do you remember that HIV was induced by contaminated vaccines into the

gay community in the US, and exported into contaminated vaccines given in parts of Africa...WTF is going on? Is this all GREED?

Here's a link to one article: ]nance.yahoo.com/m/facefff3-cb83-4cd7-9f89-21e03f07ddb2/moderna-begin..  - looks like a

steamroller, now that the ]rst stash has been collected, they plan to continue along these lines no matter the human injuries

and deaths? Parasites in their behavior.
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Meanwhile I believe the pressure will continue to take the jab. And I recently ran into a colleague, very afraid of the virus and very

pro-vaccine and obedient to the mainstream narrative, whose state of sudden change from a mid-life person to a very old person in a

middle-aged person's body, had me deeply impacted. I saw my colleague only weeks ago, in what appeared to be a normal state.

Suddenly, this same person, only about three weeks later, has a far-away gaze, eyes that roll upward in their sockets and seem to stall

as if needing time to take in the most basic information or even a single word, "hello". I have to believe that this is from a vaccine injury

to the brain, what else could cause this extremely sudden change? My colleague is now an older person, aged about 40 years

overnight. Coeenkeedeenk? That is the "Science" of the Scams who say "there is just no clear correlation to the vaccine".
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Raythe4th
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I’ve noticed people driving like zombies lately. Driving under the speed limit, taking forever to turn a corner, sitting at green lights

as if in a daze, until honked at. Anyone else notice this? I swear it has to do with the damaged brains of the Vaxxed as well.

Retards couldn’t drive beforehand, now things are really bad. I suppose that gives Elon Musk and his self driving cars

auto-approval from the government as well. No safety studies needed. After all, don’t want to be hypocritical.
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Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM
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Interestingly, a relatively young lady (30 year old) who used to have a very good memory, is suddenly not really there. She is not

vaccinated, but her husband took one of the shots. I wonder whether she got somehow affected from her husband. She is

asking me questions that she has previously answered herself.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM
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Spike protein has crossed the blood/brain barrier?... Micro clotting?.. how sad to witness. People literally have 'lost their minds'

to even inject themselves in the ]rst place. The devil is smiling...
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM
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I’m so sorry to hear this. My heart goes out to anyone who is suffering from the jab. Will this nightmare ever end? I pray and

hope our truckers are successful in their efforts. They’re our only hope.
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Raythe4th and Vladimira, thank you both for reporting your observations about what is happening to people you know, and to

others you see in society. Good lord. Those are my only words ,shaking my head. Chiamiller, Kanadian45 thank you for your kind

words. I happen to like my colleague very very much, and this is indeed painful for me to witness. It is a sudden and drastic

change. As for the truckers being our only hope, I do believe indeed that their work is strategic and important, and can indeed

help us all.

I believe however, that the protests attracting just mass mobs on a worldwide scale, and the lawsuits by Governors, Attorneys

General, Reiner Fuellmich, the Indian Bar Association lawyer, Thomas Renz and increasingly many more that are being ]led now,

are all making an impact. Why else would the UK government very suddenly reverse course on its Plandemic orders? If the

Childrens Health Defense has seen schools drop the mandates after lawsuits were ]led, then I do have to think that the lawsuits

are helping and are part of our hope. To all those fearing that the courts are corrupt etc, they can take note from the track record

as living proof: Nobody likes to be sued, and truth does not like to see the light of day.

This is all the more important reason for us to pass word around widely and seed it on the internet (censored later or not, let

someone else see it and pass it around, and let them all watch it being censored, it's good for them to wake up!) then we can

help to create positive change. I also think we can be effective by spreading word to underground news journalists who are

friendly to the cause, ask doctors and lawyers to speak out. We can wake up multiple cross sectors by sending messages and

books to the school parent-teacher associations (PTAs) and they in turn, have political clout and in\uence over school

principals, public health departments and elected oDcials, etc. Thank you all.
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juststeve
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The Best Laid Plans of Mice & Men with their once dominant ODcial Authorized narrative maybe crumbling, yet no doubt those same

Authorities are now scrambling to write a new course correction. Why? What isn't crumbling is growing awareness of the destruction.

Many if not most of those who died, died unnecessarily. Those suffering consequences of possible early intervention treatments being

denied, most likely scarred with shortened lives. Unnecessary Jab/s for a virus if it treated the way we have always treated it, would

have burned out with nowhere near the negative consequences we now have to deal with.

How Institutions meant to improve health currently are captured & do the bidding for not just Big Pharma, but all the Too Big's. More

people than ever have been schooled about how statistics are manipulated, the full story left out. How a Fauci throws out mumble

mouth B-- S---- & is backed up by a Legacy Media who is also owned by the same people as our Regulatory Institutions are. Fauci, just

one of many who should have been thrown out decades ago, as all those issues in his charge has exploded, year after year, decade

after decade. And let us not forget, all of this was nurtured & nourished Globally. All while we pay for the "bullets," they shoot us with.

As some sources are pointing out at the Rally in DC against the Jab/s Mandate, those on the far Left & on the far Right who are fed up

with sweet nothings & promises being whispered in their ears & know what is really coming next, have given up on Predator's

manipulations in the Traditional Sanctioned Dem's & GOP. Left & Right are meeting & realizing they are mad at the same things, just

have different approaches. Different approaches blocked from ]nding common ground because common ground would most likely

bene]t all instead of just the Predator's whims.
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All your re\ections are very true, Just. In the speech in DC for the defeat of the Mandates, he pointed out that one of the most

disconcerting alarming features of this pandemic response has been the war against conscientious doctors. whose lives and

livelihoods are being destroyed because they are trying to do their job and protect our children. “Orchestrated use, confusion

and fear, by manipulating PCR tests and over-amplifying them, by changing the metrics on how death certi]cates are

calculated. We were manipulated, and the press was manipulated, into telling us that all Americans face the same threat as

older people. And that meant we couldn't have a rational response that would protect vulnerable and protected people in our

livelihoods, our culture, our political freedoms, our constitutional rights and our values, which are ultimately all public health

issues."

Watch the video childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-speech-defeat-the-mandates/  (01/25/2022) Yes, Just, the tyrants

are losing control over minds. Many truths about the management of this false pandemic are coming to light. The mandates are

receding, the trials against genocide are being promoted and the restrictions will gradually end, Omicron has pointed the way to

the syndemic, which in reality is what we have always had, Fauci's "\u". The narrative is falling apart. Here are ]ve major new

developments you should be aware of. stevekirsch.substack.com/p/the-narrative-is-falling-apart-piece  (01/19/2022)
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Patent US 7,279,327 B2  “METHODS FOR PRODUCING RECOMBINANT CORONAVIRUS”  Filed April 19, 2002.  Ralph Baric – UNC

at Chapel Hill. Funded by NIH. Given the 20 years TPTB have had developing the "Pseudo Reality of Covid-19", thinking they may

have a "Plan B."  And a "Plan C."  Maybe a "Plan D." What do you think? "The only means to ]ght a plague is honesty." ~ Albert

Camus , "The Plague" (1947)
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM
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I watched the protest in DC and RFK. JR, stopped just short of saying that this can not be accomplished peacefully. I have to

agree with this. It is hard to state that this must come to this path, but it must. They will never back off what was started, for if

they do, they will never survive the outcome. When Dr. Death comes out and says the 4 yo and under are next for 3 shots total,

then it is time for severe and damming payback for those trying to enforce this. What is going on in Canada is wonderful and I

wish it could end it, but it will not. The game plan for this event does not exist and we can ill afford to take a passive approach

and hope all ends well.
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LMAO.. The SO CALLED EXPERTS ]nally realize what the AVERAGE PERSON KNEW from COMMON sense.. That NO VACCINE was

going to stop anything because VACCINES NEVER have!  Here is a quote from a REAL expert I've been sharing for nearly Two years.  

 Published on April 8, 2020 "Social distancing and lockdown is the absolutely worst way to deal with an airborne respiratory virus. For

all respiratory epidemics, if you leave it alone, it comes for two weeks, it peaks, and it goes for two weeks, and it’s gone. There are no

indications that anything is different from the regular \ue, maybe a bit worse. "Children do very well with these diseases,” says Dr

Wittkowski.

“They should be continuing to go to school and infecting each other. That contributes to herd immunity. This means that after 4 weeks

– at the most – the elderly people could start joining their families, because then the virus would have been extinguished. With all

respiratory diseases, the only thing that stops the disease is herd immunity. About 80 percent of the people need to have had contact

with the virus, and the majority of them won’t even know they were infected, or they had very, very mild symptoms, especially if they

are children.

So it’s very important to keep the schools open and the kids mingling. Elderly people should be separated and nursing homes should

be closed during that time. For all respiratory epidemics, if you leave it alone, it comes for two weeks, it peaks, and it goes for two

weeks, and it’s gone. I’m not paid by the government, so I’m entitled to actually do science."  So says Professor Wittkowski, PhD, for

twenty years head of The Rockefeller University’s Department of Biostatistics, Epidemiology, and Research Design,

 principia-scienti]c.org/dr-knut-wittkowski-debunks-the-coronavirus-fr..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read a report by the NY State Health Department, written (go ]gure) before the Coronavirus hit the er, world stage: Small air

particles the same size as the virus, can be airborn and windblown as far as 300 miles. And further, think of the California ]res,

and the ashes \ying 3,000 miles across the country and even all the way to Europe! So who is to think that a ridiculous six foot

distance is going to stop the spread of the virus? LAUGH! It's outrageous, right on its face, or so it seems to me. I believe the six

foot distance is ridiculous, except in one respect, that if someone sneezes and shoots their spray around, it can prevent that

from settling on a person.

When masks catch the spray, then the six foot distancing is rooted in foolish paranoia. And those of us on this website long

since know that when it comes to trapping the virus, masks inherently do not work. If a person can breathe through a mask,

then the virus follows the breath, because it is so tiny it ]ts right through the pores of the mask. Oh it's old news to us here,

snore, but for newbies who have not seen this, seeing is believing! www.bitchute.com/.../MMJlHNjkn47b  What fools these

mortals be! So gullible why? Because they refuse to do their research.

Then they jeer and taunt those who have in fact done their research, and feel very righteous in so doing. In the end they will eat

humble pie. They will ]nd out that the researched people were right all along, and they were the gullible fools in the end of the

saga. And I believe that many are starting to wake up, already.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry but the whole problem has been that the "average" person has believed everything they have been told. Weird I agree as in

normal times most average people don't trust the Government at all. It is only the "weirdos" like me who seem to have used

common sense, but also my family have never vaccinated anyway. Luckily it has not been mandated over here. Jennifer UK
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since I no longer take paracetamol for in\ammation, I no longer have colds \us or coughs. I may get a mild bit of a sore throat

and swelling in the neck for a few days, then it is gone.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RichJedi In spite of no restrictions, most older customers in my local (UK) supermarket are still wearing blue masks (catch a

peanut with a tennis net?) and hand sanitising (for a respiratory infection?) Joy though - at least two of the checkout staff have

watched the 5 hr Ron Johnson senate hearing so far. What are the odds? It's most encouraging.
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WillieBe
Joined On 8/23/2021 11:23:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The new trend of closing public schools is not about stopping the spread. It’s all about the state funding they receive based on

daily attendance . In many states, schools receive their funding based on their daily enrollment or attendance numbers. If the

school has 600 students, and 200 are out sick on a particular day, the school only receives 66% funding from the state for that

particular day. If the school administrators close the school, then they do not have to report their low attendance numbers to the

state. Like everything else, it’s all about the $$$.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve certainly had enough of this war on us. But I remain guarded, waiting for the other shoe to drop. War? Climate change? Aliens?

One way or other, the goblins at the helm of the great reset agenda will not go quietly.  That aside, I may have just had a variety of the

wuhan bugaroo. As someone who suffers from adrenal issues, high stress and bad food choices can lead to crashes. And a crash

happened. And I thought I was rebounding for a time but then another wave of it hit me, this time with newer symptoms: low grade

fevers, bronchial irritation and coughing. Those are not adrenal crash symptoms. So, just in case of the bug, I took quercetin, zinc, D3

and vitamin c and had chicken soup and broth. And lots of herbal tea. Seemed to do it. Bronchial irritation is gone; cough has

lessened; fever gone. Still fatigued though, that could be the adrenals. I’ll go ahead and consider that I’ve had, and recovered from, the

rona.
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They already have a worse PLANDEMIC waiting in the wings.  This can also help congestion:

www.nutrientinsider.com/News/3904/Clear-congestion-in-minutes.htm?utm_..
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Skupe59
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do I Have a Cold, Flu or COVID? If I open the door and sneeze, it is an allergy. if I close the door and quit sneezing, it is an allergy. If it is

something else, my choices will be homeopathics or ivermection. Then, I get on with my life.  I am not a statistic and have con]dence

in my immune system. There is no such thing as herd immunity thru vaccination. It is not statistically possible without taking

draconian measure and killing a lot of people might get disabled thru the gene altering therapy? Not only that, but consider all the

downstream metabolic actions that will never occur because many functions of your body have been permanently altered.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond - the noted epidemiologist Witkowski has categorically stated that because "vaccination" is not a cellular natural

immunity which comes only AFTER infection then the science of vaccination falsely claims the capacity to enable herd

immunity - their claim is a scam and booster shots prove the lack of life long immunity that natural infection offers - just more

CRAAP from Pharma
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Natural immunity is the real inoculation that really works without causing deadly side effects. The best way to get “vaccinated”

against covid is to simply live your life and do what you can to support your body's natural immunity, and nature will take care of

the rest. The New England Journal of Medicine published a study that admits that natural recovery from the Wuhan coronavirus

(Covid-19), that is, without "vaccines" involved, is the best way to develop permanent immunity and avoid reinfection. Those

who survive "covid" with such natural immunity have a minimal risk of getting sick a second time and are especially resistant to

severe symptoms. Those who become reinfected were found to be up to 90 percent less likely to require hospitalization or die.

justthenews.com/politics-policy/coronavirus/covid-survivors-natural-im..
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermo and all... When I was growing up, most of us had our "childhood infections". It was an inconvenience, but our parents

were not overly concerned because we were healthy children and they trusted our strong immune systems would pull us

through. Many households were multi-generational if elders lived long enough. There were no government programs or

subsidized nursing homes for many people. Thus, the elders had acquired natural immunity in their youth. As parents, they were

exposed against when their children got sick. This re-exposure acted as sort of a natural booster. Then, they would be exposed

again in old age thru their grandchildren.

These repeated challenges would keep their immune systems strong and active, but they would not get sick. in fact, it was often

an unwed elderly relative--often an aunt-- who would come assist when children were sick. Her natural immunity was

considered protective. I think the things that killed most people years ago were accidents and injuries from doing dangerous

work, loss of teeth and ability to eat and various forms of arthritis-related conditions due to dietary de]ciencies or wear and tear

on their bodies from hard physical labor. Childbirth and infant mortality.

Also, pneumonia in the years before antibiotics were better understood and taken for granted. (Doses were quite high or not

well-calibrated in the early days of use.) These should not need to be major concerns today. Nowadays, poor health is often a

result of certain conditions related to what we call "civilization". Diet, environmental factors, lack of physical activity, poor

judgement... many of these causal factors also show a hereditary pattern whether thru familial lifestyles or predispositions to

weakness due to parental health prior to conception or during pregnancy.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, I believe that if the general population knew that the immune system has cells which memorize the infections fought

off, and hence becomes stronger against those infections, they might fear illnesses less. I do think there is a time and a place

when more vulnerable people need to be cautious, but I know you would and do agree with that too, we all know (it's obvious)

what a good hearted person you are. And we thank you for it! However, I think just as you say, for people who are less vulnerable

to not fear exposure to a virus such as omicron, which may be infectious but is not noxious, then we would have a completely

different society. My mother had the most amazing attitude just prior to her death.

She said: A) "I Want to live well, not long" B) "I am not afraid to meet my maker" C) She encouraged very open discussion,

shunning secrecy about death and life, yet she did not obsess, had almost no fear, just went on twinkling and laughing to her

last 24 hours! She was quite amazing. She reached a point, early in life, when she made a decision to accept death as part of

the cycle of life. If people did that en masse and were less afraid, we would not have a LIVING DEATH CALLED THE

LOCKDOWNS. And all the suicides, and homelessness, and loneliness, and.......is this protecting us in the long run? Does

homelessness keep people medically safe? The big DUH of it, is just crazy. It's time for people to wake up, and to reconsider.

Thank you for what you wrote, Almond.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps I can laugh in the face of adversity because I consider myself a survivor. In spite of what I have been thru in my life, I

am still here. That is all the proof I need. I gained con]dence when I realized that the weakest person may be in the highest

position as they have the most to lose. I have often fought with the medical establishment because I could and it needed to be

done. The CEOs were in a much more vulnerable position than I was. With my complaints and a bit of community organizing,

they could ]nd themselves in court, discredited or losing their jobs. Any attempt to sue me would have made the headlines and

caused quite a scandal for them.

An encounter with an honest person who has values that are nonnegotiable can be quite intimidating for someone who is

corrupt.  My mind works differently than most people. I do not see insurmountable problems that leave me in despair. I see

problems with a solution. Instead of giving up, I look at a situation and say to myself... "This is a very interesting challenge. How

am I going to resolve this and make it better?" Sometimes, I look at a situation and know I can make change, but instead, I ask,

how much grief and how long will it take? I focus on goals and outcomes rather than dwelling on possible failure. Or, at least

failure is far back in my mind.

I consider creative problem-solving-ability a process and a tool to achieve a goal. Once you see the vision clearly, you can more

easily identify the steps needed to achieve it... simply moving from point A to point B and ]lling in the spaces in-between...

gathering the people and resources necessary. I cannot do everything, but I can usually make a difference. I do not like standing

in the limelight, but prefer working silently behind the scenes. Too much of being the center of focus interferes with getting

much work done. I am better at logistics and one-on-one relationships than dealing with crowds. There are times when fear

must be set aside.
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We ]nally tested negative for the second time for Covid last week. My grandson infected us over the New Years holidays … my

symptoms never went beyond a scratchy throat and we tested ourselves every other day until we were negative and then again, just to

be sure. My hubs is vaxx‘d and I am not but my hubs also lost his sense of taste and nine pounds. Our symptoms were very mild but I

would dare say he fared slightly worse than me. As septuagenarians, we blew that fear mongering, over 65 y/o mortality rate out of the

water. Of course, we’ll never be part of the mainstream news because we didn’t ]t their narrative! LOL … I am going to be impossible to

live with to all my vaxx’d friends but a hero to my unvaxx’d family and friends! My home state of Hawaii’s Safe Travels program is now

giving the Covid recovered an exemption from further testing. Let’s hope this madness will soon be over!
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not sure what I got was just a "cold" or some other evil. I do know that 2-3 days later the nose is close to normal today and a little

coughing.
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On that Omincrap thing, there is that those on the inside have blown the whistle on what others already suspected - THE TESTS DO

NOT DISTINGUISH BETWEEN VARIANTS . Add to that, we know the tests don't distinguish between real and PROFITABLE fairy tales.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not until the perpetrators are behind bars.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is not about a virus and everyone that reads this knows it. This is part of the global reset and these are not vaccines, they are

DARPA programs being uploaded into the global population.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's amazing, how little people see. It's exactly what I said it was, from the beginning: A weapon of mass distraction and a means

to an end - humanity's end!
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Satan will not win. God will step in, however when that happens we do not know. All of this happening is in the book of

Revelation. Bill Gates is one of the most evil human beings on the plant. Fauci and his ilk are his puppeteers. Evil never wins. Be

sure of that. We may suffer greatly, as the Jews suffered in WW2, but in the end evil was wiped out. It's back as predicted and it

will lose again when Satan is thrown into the Lake of Fire along with all his cohorts. /Bodily Death is only a journey. Where we

end up is what is important.  I have been lucky as no one in my family has perished from this virus. I lost one friend to it, and she

was living in Abu Dabi at the time. She left with her family, I spoke to her 2 weeks before she perished.  Pray Pray Pray.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The damage done to the youth in this country is immense. I work with youth within my church and the stories that these young people

relate are stunningly sad. They speak of friends with suicide ideation; drug abuse has sky rocketed for so many, some still in tangible

fear, and there’s a huge void in their education. We want to change things, we have to change the educational system.  The system only

indoctrinates and graduates those who can’t think their way out of a paper bag. No critical thinking skills, writing skills are non

existent, and reading? Good luck if most graduating can read at a 6-8 grade level.

From a friend who works within the testing section of a very large high school in my area, stated that over 64 percent of the graduating
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From a friend who works within the testing section of a very large high school in my area, stated that over 64 percent of the graduating

class in 2021 failed their senior year but graduated anyways due to the restrictions of covid. I am positive this school is not the only

school to do so. What a sham this was.  But that’s the end game from what I can glean; the creation of a servant class that will bring in

a feudal system. Take your children, grandchildren, out of public school and sacri]ce to homeschool or a good private with a classical

educational system in place. And some of you have great talents in so many areas....lend your expertise to a homeschooling network.

We have to create the solution not just the verbiage.
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An entire generation of children - GONE!
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Thanks Nothingsound, if this is true, and I have no reason to doubt you, this needs to be addressed and lights shined all over it!

 Children growing up in an environment of fear and isolation from the truth could likely be affected into their adult lives. If their

role models (parents, teachers) are exhibiting fear and lack of critical thinking, it will be diDcult for these young people to learn

how to be productive and discerning citizens going forward. Get the word out! If someone has access to facts, data, creditable

articles and essays, please share. Spread the work!
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Yes, have been fed up with it since about April 2020. I did love the news from a friend in Suffolk this week. A local man has bought his

church so they can't lock it down again. This Sunday, ]rst service, no one there will have been jabbed! 60 miles but we may go.

Jennifer UK
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But life will never return to normal if what you've previously written is true. For the millions injected with viral vector or mrna shots

whose cells are still producing toxic spike proteins, what is the solution for them? Will they all just die of cancer or heart disease? Will

there be a massive die off? In essence, severe infectiion may be ending but there are so many other issues now to be addressed.
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We will never see "normal" again. That should be clear by now.
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They made a choice and one that many now regret. IMO, a huge population purge is coming. With the current division among us

as how to proceed(I am not a believer in peaceful protest as the solution), it is highly unlikely this can be overcome as we are 5

minutes to the stroke of midnight. When this purge(and GOD will allow for accountability) is done and the smoke clears from

the carnage, that will be our time when we can unite(those that survive the coming purge) and ]ght this evil that surrounds us.

There will be no division at this time. It is very diDcult to sit here day after day and watch what is occurring and know I am, for

the most part, completely helpless to change the course that the majority seem to have taken. GOD calls for patience in the trial

He has put all of us under.
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Unfortunately, most of the shot junkies will never connect the dots when they fall victim to heart disease, MS, Parkinson's, etc...
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Still have to prosecute those responsible for the 100s of thousands or millions of deaths. Nuremberg style tribunals will be most

appropriate. Joe Biden will like escape prosecution, as he has been laid up comatose at Walter Reed Hospital since his massive stroke

in Feb 2021. Arthur Roberts, Grade C actor, who has been standing in for Joe Biden in front of media cameras. Not likely made any

presidential decisions, but should be prosecuted for the treasonous fraud he's committing by pretending to be Joe Biden as president.

Anita Dunn, close advisor to the Biden administration, advised Fauci many times, has been tried at GITMO tribunal and sentenced to

death. Despite having no medical training, she even advised Fauci that people should get 6 booster shots per year, while Fauci was

thinking only 4 booster shots per year.

Shucks, I'd load her up with all the booster shots her body could handle. Give her a booster every ten minutes. Anthony Fauci Francis

Collins Jen Psaki Rochelle Walensky Robert Red]eld Angela Merkle Boris Johnson Emmanuel Macron, President of France Karl

Nehammer, Chancellor of Austria New South Wales State Governor Margaret Beazley Victoria State Governor LInda Dessau New

Zealand PM Jacinda Ardern Pharmaceutical company CEOs of P]zer, Johnson & Johnson, AstraZeneca, Moderna Scientists who

actually created the fake vaccines Xi Jinping, diDcult to arrest him, but needs to face Nuremberg style tribunal Many more I'm sure.
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You forgot to say Biden, the fake President. I hope you didn't read this on realrawnews.com because they are always wrong or

lying.
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Just as We do not hold Trump responsible for the covid, why should we hold Xi responsible and even Bush did not knowingly lie

to us re the wars, he was told a story and like us he fell for it. Rumsfeld, Cheney and TB LIAR from UK, THEY knew it was all a

pack of lies.
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I believe I've read on Telegram that there are investigations going on right now of these people you listed and more. They want

to prosecute for crimes against humanity. We need a president and congress who will absolutely stop GAIN OF FUNCTION. It is

a deadly practice and not necessary.  I pray to God every day to help us with this evil. Man cannot do it alone.
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That is waayyyy too funny about Arthur Roberts, Grade C actor. I looked him up and he DOES look like Biden, so your speculation

is plausible:)
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If only it were true! LOL! It would prove what I've been saying all along. Nazi Pelosi has been calling all the shots. She's the

president!
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when will it end ?? - the vast majority of the conditioned victims of propaganda are robotically accepting what their governments and

medical authorities instruct them to believe - after two years of daily TV and print media onslaughts these social animals have been

deeply programmed - the ability to somehow deprogram and then reprogram the Masses is almost impossible - people still believe the

Faked Roman scapegoating of the Jews for THEIR cruci]ction of Christ and appropriation of the Hebrew Bible - all this hatred for what

- so that the Masses will remain as SLAVE FODDER -  

and then you have Germans who still cling to ideals of RACE HATRED despite the revelations of the Death Squads that their culture

spawned - then we had the 60s and a decade where liberty became the primary goal - and now 70 years later we are faced with being

manipulated once again by Death Merchants that sell the public a Bill of Goods that intesi]es scarcity and makes the planetary

condition of con\ict over con]scated resources inevitable - we are lost souls in a desert of ignorance - the Masses remain entranced

by the power of the relentless repetition of LIES that permeate our lack of culture -" Zombie see/ Zombie do" - the orchestra keeps

plaing as the Titanic sinks - "Mr Kurtz he dead, / a penny for the old guy"
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Hope and the struggle for freedom must be the greatest ally to defeat the tyranny of the globalist elites. Critical thinking and

respect for oneself must overcome tyranny, not accepting authoritarian mandates that are abusive, meaningless and constantly

changing. That is submission; it means a broken spirit. Let's be renegades; think critically and act in harmony with our ideas.

Video: drtrozzi.org/2021/12/11/self-respect-beats-tyranny-inspirational-4-min..  An increasing number of people are losing

trust in the main channels of communication. ODcial sources have blatant political, industrial, and ideological agendas that

misrepresent facts and misrepresent events.

The rise in popularity of independent media shows that people are more questioning and making their own decisions about

important issues, history, medical decisions, and current events.

greenwald.substack.com/.../journalists-start-demanding-substack  The courageous determination of people, in democracies

around the world, who publicly defend civil liberties (freedom of thought, expression, conscience and assembly) and the human

right to informed consent to take medical risks, demonstrates that the spirit of freedom lives in hearts and the minds of people

everywhere. More and more people are inspired by this commitment to defend freedom.

www.theepochtimes.com/covid-vaccine-mandates-strongly-opposed-in-europ..  (01/23/2022)
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hi Gui - here is the song that protesters have proclaimed in the UK according to the Epoch Times article that Barbara Loe Fisher

wrote - https://youtu.be/OV5_LQArLa0
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Stanley, based on life experience, I do Not believe that to reprogram the deeply hypnotized, as you aptly point out, is completely

impossible. I know based on watching many people, that to face emotional pain and suffering is unfortunately and tragically, the

best and sometimes even the only way to break denial . The more the zombies face their pain and the shadow side of the reality

we are up against, the more likely people are to start to wake up. My two cents. I am seeing it already as i talk with perfect

strangers and business associates. The wave is starting to grow, and then eventually, it becomes the hundredth monkey. Not

everybody may wake up, but I also do believe that a great deal of the masses eventually, will.
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Stan, thank you for posting that song link. I had no idea it was Gerry and the Pacemakers. I had always wondered who actually

wrote the song. Here's a version with a children's choir I really love: https://youtu.be/8YbUyjt_MQQ
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Proxima - Richard R ogers of Hammerstein andRogers wrote this song for "Carousel" after the death of one of the characters -

Gerry and the Pacemakers {"merseysound} picked it up and created a pop monster out of it
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reason why it's over is because there was no COVID. Then what is the Omnicrony? I dunno, but if there was no COVID there is no

Omnicrony either but they have to let us down easy. But I can say the JAB will create something else and that's what they call it -

Somethingelse or Omnicrony. Get it?
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci says there are tiny things "out there" called viruses.
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, but Fauci has no clue what his "tiny things" are. So, he calls them "viruses". And then, everybody listens and calls them

viruses.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More good news coming from the Canadian Freedom 150,000 plus truck convoy, assembling to descend on and peacefully occupy

Ottawa, their capital. Here's Alex Jones on InfoWars: "Taking a Stand Against Medical Tyranny Canadian Truckers Rebel Against

Trudeau's Medical Martial Law" - www.bitchute.com/.../LKTUredv2zyS
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Rose. Linking. There is evidence that cross-border trade is being deliberately undermined. This policy mandate is already

creating shortages of essential goods including food, fuel and pharmaceuticals. It will also affect the delivery of essential

commodities shipped via the US from China, the European Union and Latin America. FREEDOM CONVOY 2022 IN SOLIDARITY

WITH THE TRUCK DRIVERS: WHAT CANADA NEEDS IS THE “POLITICAL QUARANTINE” OF JUSTIN TRUDEAU

www.globalresearch.ca/the-freedom-convoy-in-solidarity-with-the-truck-..  (01/27/2922)
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I could name at least a half dozen politicians at the top of US govt that I would like to see headed to prison in addition to

Trudeau and Carla Qualtrough (Canadian Minister of Employment, Workforce Development and Disability Inclusion). I never

knew much about some of these people or paid much attention to them until recently. Now, the whole world knows what they

stand for. I have taken a dislike to both of them, in particular.  I am not fond of being spoken down to in a condescending

manner and lied to by people who use a lot of weasel words.

We need a “strong north” united with a “strong south”. The world is watching to see what American truckers, especially, will do

to lend their support. We also need the support of railroad workers, airline employees and medical practitioners. I have seen the

video of the people of Toronto coming together in so many big and small ways to support the truckers. They may have had more

time to organize than people at more distant points. Anything you can contribute or know how to do will be helpful at this point.

You should petty much be done with thinking. It is time to get involved and act.  Truckers are being misrepresented as violent,

racist and sexist. They have no reason to employ any of these methods of coercion to get what they want. Their truth stands

alone and they hold the reins of power. They will easily surround and outnumber the members of Parliament. Each and every

day the Trudeau administration delays justice re\ects poorly on them. Governments only rule by the consent of the people.

 -continued-
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued- This will not be over until it is over. This is just the beginning. Many leaders need to be removed from oDce.  My

concern is not over covid. It seems to be progressing as might generally be expected. My concern is for the next manufactured

crisis intended to frighten people into submission. I do not suppose I have a normal fear of death—I have been thru so much in

my life. However, I do fear an overreaching, brutal, bureaucratic govt. We are privileged to be found worthy to be called to

participate in our role of making history in the image of righteousness. Just as a woman struggles in labor, we are approaching

a rebirth of freedom.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The biggest convoy ever seen in the World and not a squeak out of the MSM. Go Canada!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks all, Had to search last night for anyone reporting what Trudeau was saying about this peacefully takeover of Ottawa vs

the trucks already heading his way. Most, if not all the reporting was videos of the truckers and supporter/spectators in speci]c

locations near truck stops, without the other side of the story. Again, we are faced with "fringe" truckers, hahaha, those were

similar to words used by Dr Francis Collins about "fringe" epidemiologists, more script-prepared responses.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Assuming most of you have already read this. If not, do so now. U.S. Developing Vaccine Passport System Using Complex Web of Big

Tech Partnerships childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/us-developing-vaccine-passport-sys..  Do not be deceived by promises of

con]dentiality. They are meaningless. This is a surveillance and tracking system. Is this how you want an obscene amount of your tax

dollars being spent--with ties to DARPA? This is one more reason why the Freedom Convoy is only the beginning and not the end. I will

repeat what I have often said. We need to get govt out of our wallets, out of our bedrooms and bodies and off our land.
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EasyCell
Joined On 9/25/2007 2:36:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't believe they have a reliable test for CV-19, so why would I believe that they have one for any variant? The variant narrative is for

the purpose of keeping fear going. Now that things are waning, look for something different to fear coming onto the world stage --

such as a great cyber attack or something.
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BillWa
Joined On 8/16/2018 9:33:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So sounds like basic \u symptoms. Haven’t had many colds or \us but, sounds like Lysol is winning back its reputation of ]ghting

rhinovirus, coronavirus, etc. Folks need to start reading labels, and stop listening to the radio, and tv!! Its all been BS since it started.

even Rachel Maddow is bashing Covid and Florida. Man, that SG is, um, well, uh, not a straight shooter. If he was NRA would be all over

his skills. Coronavirus has been around for a quite a while…
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BillWa.....Maddow is a vaccine-believer b/c her partner Susan survived covid before the vax was available. Which makes

Maddow a biased believer. NATURAL corona has been around for a quite a while, but the UNNATURAL version, chimeric SARS,

has not...its a recent PATENTED creation.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We were never IN a pandemic, any more than in the winter of 2017-18.  This was evidently a bioweapon created in a lab, which enabled

a feardemic, which led multitudes to the more deadly next stage bioweapons.
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nowisactiontime
Joined On 3/12/2021 7:10:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Turdo is pretending he was exposed to corona and is now self isolating. How convenient just before the truckers come to Ottawa
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ohhh the poor poor little trust fund frat boy ruler has a cold. How sad...
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They never isolated Omicron (0-microns). Some doctor in South Africa has a patient who said he had a headache and fatigue for 5

days. He felt better at this visit. The doc said let us do the test for CoVid19. It was negative. The doctor said lets to the full PCR test (

PCR is a scam not meant for diagnosis and now outlawed in the US as of Jan1,2022) The ]rst was negative. Then they repeated it

using maximum cycles. Well of course that was positive. Any PCR can be read as positive. Then they said hmmm let us look closer at

this patients blood. AND BOOM. He tested positive but has no spike protein. BOOM a new variant. OH and S. Africa had a two week

rise and than nothing. The moral to the story. The Great modern medicine of the West is based on INSANITY.

us02web.zoom.us/.../WN_rRP474vxQFW7UMdMceAHwA
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually, Omicron is none of the above. It has little in common with the othere Sars-cov-2 variants. That's why nothing works

against it. Omicron is another lab leak. Theres a lvl3 bioweapons lab in the same city that Omicron was discovered. Bill Gates

was funding that lab to do GOF research on coronaviruses. Coincidence?? T
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So proud of the truckers both American and Canadian! They are standing up where others just look the other way. Those who remain

silent are complicit in the loss of freedoms and the onset of medical tyranny! God Bless the Truckers, Every One!
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reagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't our current understanding that the original coronavirus was engineered in a Wuhan lab and escaped? And the viurs was

engineered with the spike proteins to make it more deadly? If that is correct, it seems nature has worked to remove or lessen the

effects of what humans engineered in. With several variants leading into Omicron, we now have a virus that is far less dangerous and

deadly than the original engineered one. I guess their next step is to try to engineer a virus that won't mutate. Good luck with that!
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM
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In a word NO, Omicron (0-microns) will not end this show. Nothing will because it is all fake.

us02web.zoom.us/.../WN_rRP474vxQFW7UMdMceAHwA
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catattack999
Joined On 6/1/2017 1:48:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

even SARs CoV2 causes only mild cold symptoms in the vast majority of people
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rmstock
Joined On 1/17/2022 9:03:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in the Netherlands the government and associated media annotated Omicron as Omikron from the get-go in November 2021. The

Dutch CDC (R.I.V.M , besides Environmental Research also Health Research) received this morning a frontal attack inside the largest

and most reputed Dutch newspaper, De Volkskrant. The RIVM was accused of hyping up and in\ating a Omikron peak (graph on p.6),

which was only imaginary found through statistics modeling. The suffering was however very real, as Dutch health authorities

implemented a full blown lock down : rmstock.]les.wordpress.com/2022/01/reconstructie-van-de-lockdown-die-..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Thank you for posting this rmstock. Moving this up the ranks with a "like". Important.
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Think4Urself
Joined On 4/17/2021 11:27:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just wait a few years. Bill Gates promised, on more than 2 occasions that Covid19 was just a “warm-up” for the next, much worse

virus that “will be guaranteed to get your Attention and be taken seriously”.That virus? A Gain of Function created new Smallpox virus!

(Or Possibly one designed with Ebola. Gates “promises” the release of Smallpox by a “terrorist” is likely. Thee psychopaths will NEVER

STOP, after that have seem haw easy and compliant the world populations can be if properly controlled using fear, media and

censorship. THIs Is JUST the ]rst period! Do NOT fall for the sudden reversal by some authorities. Many are actually doubling down

with MORE mandates regardless. They KNOW what is coming and will NOT surrender to Omicron. Be aware that gain of function

Smallpox is legally permitted in US, Canadian and Chinese Labs NOW and is sure to be part of the next bio-weapon plan around 2025.
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM
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Why is someone like Gates is allowed to live while raking in billions of pro]ts at the expense of everyone else?
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skyhawk999
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Do you even need something as virulent if the immune system is destroyed?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

How depressing. I've heard those comments by that psychopath. Fauci predicted this virus. I think they believe it is funny. How

then, do they escape illness? Has anyone notice that no one at CDC, NIH or otherwise has been struck ill by Corona?  Evil cannot

be reasoned with, it must be dispatched.
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Vladimira
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This is true, psychopaths never stop. Regular people have conscience, psychopaths don’t. When regular people make a mistake,

they try to make amends, psychopaths do the opposite, they do an even bigger “mistake.”
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Smallpox would be far more effective as a feardemic than a pandemic, because sanitation rendered it rather weak. The ratio of

smallpox vaccinations to live births was steadily declining for decades to about 40% when it was eradicated in England. As an

infectious disease, it would be a dud. One could hardly engineer a bioweapon better than COVID, what with the spike protein

they that was not only the most harmful agent of the virus itself, but the next stage of the biological attack.  Healthy, balanced

immune systems can handle airborne pathogens with great effectiveness.  The real epidemic is fear, and for that, smallpox

would suDce, but those in the know would hardly be affected.
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Think4Urself - yes, THIS is the issue: unless numerous bad actors are outted for everyone to see and perhaps some can grasp

the scope of their massive worldwide program, their staged attacks on humanity which have been ongoing since HIV-AIDS or

even earlier - through air, food, water, whatever methods they choose, will continue...
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Wasn't it only yesterday that Dr. Mengele-Fauci announced his intent to jab all infants with his gene altering covid jabs at least three

times before they reach the tender age of four as part of the "normal" childhood innoculation program?

(www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/fauci-covid-vacc..  ) With that, the technocrats will have achieved one of

their main aims. And with a large portion of the population already impregnated with the synthetic spike proteins, I see little cause to

celebrate. The pathetic puppet leaders of our world are under the control of Klause Schwab and his gang of homicidal psychopathic

billionaires and bankers. Old videos of Schwab con]rmed this only days ago, showing him publicly naming his favourite puppets.

some of whom are now dancing to a slightly different tune, but one still full of menace and hysteria.

 humansarefree.com/2022/01/klaus-schwab-brags-about-controlling-western..
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM
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Klaus Schwab, I believe, is German. So, he may not be using the English language very correctly. All the same, I ]nd his use of

the expression "penetrated the cabinet" very telling indeed. He must be reminded that the cabinet comes to be by the will of the

people (at least, in democracies), and that if he keeps on "penetrating cabinets", the people will get rid of his penetrated

cabinets. People like Schwab suffer from hubris in that they seem to think that the rest of us are stupid. People like Schwab

include Schwab's proteges like Trudeau, Arden and others.
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CRAIGMESA
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:35:24 AM
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I guess you tube removed your video!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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STOP !!!! STOP all the BS.....Just Hang the treasonous pack of paedophiles ...Im tired of all the babbling and lies.just get Da ropes out

and start hanging them all start with the 'CreeperFauci' and pedo Gates and country after country drag 'em ALL out and hang the

basssstards......
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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We , The People have been victimized ..... Gaslighted  ...>>> Gaslighting is an insidious form of manipulation and psychological

control. Victims of gaslighting are deliberately and systematically fed false information that leads them to question what they know to

be true, often about themselves. They may end up doubting their memory, their perception, and even their sanity. Over time, a

gaslighter’s manipulations  can grow more complex and potent, making it increasingly diDcult for the victim to see the truth.

Hummmm...... Agaslighter’s manipulations  can grow more complex and potent, making it increasingly diDcult for the victim to see

the truth........so Roooll up Dem Sleeves..!!... Drag your kids out...ta get DaJab Combined with Generations of Fluoridation.

 https://\uoridealert.org/
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Joined On 5/23/2020 12:04:56 PM
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“Mounk goes on to discuss how, over time, people get used to and learn to live with all sorts of risks, including direct threats to life and

limb, and that's exactly the kind of resiliency we see building and spreading now:“ ? How does COVID affect limbs?
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Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM
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Thank you, Sue12Cross for this URL about What Really Happened in Brussels. Everyone should take a look at this because it includes

footage of what the actors in Antifa do. They're bought and paid for via George Soros. He has oDces in Toronto. I've seen other ]lms

of this sort of violence by Black Lives Matter activists. I've got friends going to support the convoy on Parliament Hill tomorrow. We've

got RCMP (not the ones who refused the vax, of course, except we might be better off with them), Police and Military here because it's

the capital.

It seems that baiting the Truckers could be a likely ploy to get them to step out of line. I hope that doesn't happen. I've sent this vid to

Keean Bext, Counter Signal, who's with the convoy. odysee.com/.../WHAT-REALLY-HAPPENED-IN-BRUSSELS:7  Prime Minister Justin

Trudeau took an antigen test and it's negative, but he's going to isolate himself anyway because he's been exposed to Covid 19. A

Knighthood for Cowardice would be appropriate.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Ironic - this comes on the heels of learning two of our relatives were just hospitalized (I knew she chose to forgo the shot - we never

discussed staying out of the hospital!) ...she was put into rehab because the hospital is over\owing, and they had no room for her...

what the heck is going on???
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM
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Hi!!! I've often joked: I *might* go to the hospital if I break my arm AND it makes my shirt look funny. (I'm not a comedian,

shocker I know). All kidding aside, they need to get out of the system! If it were me, I'd sleep, megadose vitamin C, a little

vitamin D, some fresh organic leafy greens (vit A), I'm a big fan of spirulina, zinc, sleep, selenium, magnesium, chicken noodle

soup, sleep, OJ, did I mention sleep. We (especially) the unvaxxed are often 'kidnapped' and euthanized if we're unfortunate

enough to wander into the hospital system. I'm sure you knew all that -- maybe it will help someone reading this. Best wishes!!!
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Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM
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I can't wait to ]nd out what they have next in store for us to continue to depopulated and control us.
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Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM
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Does this mean that you may be removed from the vicious criminal, public enemy number one, who speaks the truth, and accurately

called the game, watch list? Probably not. LOL
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM
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I am a Canadian in spirit, born in Nova Scotia but in the U.S. since I was 2 months old. I own land in British Columbia on Hwy 16. I

applaud all Canadians that are standing up for freedom against the criminal Comrade Trudeau. His father Pierre was a despot and the

current PM is following in his fathers footsteps. A have many U.S.A. trucker friends who are ]nding themselves in the same position.

Being blamed by government and the media for the disasters they are directly responsible for creating. Find an article by Dr. Joe Wang,

a virology research scientist that worked on the SARS-Cov-1 outbreak . His article exposes the criminality behind the Covid-19

man-made crime against humanity by Big Pharma, the FDA, CDC, Fauci and Gates. Read it before it gets wiped away. Very

enlightening.
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Joined On 7/11/2012 5:12:13 AM
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Sad to say but the reality is that millions will die from the jabs. People must speak face to face and be honest. I hope that the criminals

will be in jail.
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muslimina
Joined On 2/4/2010 1:23:22 AM
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My mom is currently in the hospital with covid pneumonia. She's been there for 25 days with lots of ups and downs. She's been on the

bipap at 100% for most of the time with periods of being on the high \ow nasal cannula. At this point we are praying for a miracle. She

had a picc line inserted but still waiting on the nutrition to be administered. The hospital has no other treatments to offer her just the

oxygen. Prayers please.
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Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM
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The trucks are in Ottawa.  https://youtu.be/IWXuYSUUBJI
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM
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The 'pandemic' may end - or, since there never was one, the propaganda narrative may change, again, perhaps easing up on the panic

porn and scariants to lull people into false comfort and forgetfulness. But the plandemic, meaning the global war strategies to move

societies into the New (ab)Normal, Great Reset, 4IR, etc., will continue, building upon the signi]cant structural gains already achieved

by the biosecurity state.  Accordingly, complementary means of moving us along to such goals as digital dictatorship or depopulation

and other ]nal solutions, from manufactured crises of supply chains and ]nancial markets to lockdown politics of cyberterrorism and

climate change emergency, are all on standby for ruling class coup plotters and the institutions at their command.

Perhaps the second pandemic, the one which Gates has said will really get our attention, will soon enough be visited upon us with

vengeance, with the longer-term lethal effects of the bioweaponized 'vaccines,' particularly in conjunction with 5G rollout (?).  The

evolutionary paradigm shift in which we are implicated will be stopped only when we rise up and resist in revolutionary ways, and build

a new humanity beyond the wreckage and waste we have become, long before this endgame of plagues of corruption and criminality

from class rule, which have coursed throughout the history of 'civilization' with their death-dealing powers.
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Authoritarian Madness: The Slippery Slope from Lockdowns to Concentration Camps

r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001sFBEghWpBixaB2Jlzy-jvW3Zph2GJYc25XZtLeDPGFcfUz..  Holocaust Survivor: Never Again Is Now.

Unless We All Resist default.salsalabs.org/T61cfd514-e923-4fcc-9197-98c679226fd5/6ed6d624-3..
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Sadly, I dear this posted on telegram: GoFundMe BLOCKS $4.5mn Raised for Anti-Mandate Canadian Truckers (reports) GoFundMe

has withheld over $4.5mn in donations given for a Canadian trucker “Freedom Convoy” over concerns that the 60,000+ donors are

“transparent” about the source and use of funds. (Daily Wire) This is despite the fundraiser’s statement on the GoFundMe page stating

they would go towards the convoy’s travel expenses as they protest all vaccine mandates. "We are a peaceful country that has helped

protect nations across the globe from tyrannical governments who oppressed their people, and now it seems it is happening here. We

are taking our ]ght to the doorsteps of our Federal Government," the donation page reads. Subscribe to RT t.me/rtnews
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Arlen1
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Was there ever really a pandemic? I still haven't caught anything. I don't take supplements. I just eat real food, exercise, and try to

maximize sleep. I don't wear masks except to get inside a building that requires one
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM
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Forget the Omicron. There is a much nastier variant on the horizon. It is called OTHERCON. It affectscthe brain of the scamdemic

believes.
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ghfnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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It appears that way … getting on with it; but the powers that be, especially here in the USA, seem to be full steam ahead with their

global reset. It is not 2 separate things. I won’t be able to ‘get on with it’ until I see some powerful heads swinging at Nuremberg II.

This was not a nickel candy bar theft, these were crimes against humanity, which means it came from outside humanity. And yes, I

believe in corporal punishment. “Don’t do the crime if you can’t pay with time.”
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Cheyenne58
Joined On 1/28/2022 12:01:11 PM
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News of the convoy and the fact that Americans are joining the ]ght, is the most hopeful and uplifting information I have read in over a

year. May God bless and watch over these brave men and women until they complete their mission. Perhaps their actions will be

inspirational to all of the fed up citizens in our nation as well.
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Why is China concerned about Omicron spreading?  If that gives natural immunity from more serious strains, why wouldn't China want

to allow universal spread, to end the severity of Covid? They developed the virus and presumably know as much as everyone else.

What might they be thinking that we don't know?
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Arlen1
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It's called fear porn. It's how China controls their population of sheeple. Bill Gates was recorded saying China has the best

system in place for controlling and governing. The technocrats wanting to push the great reset see China as a role model for the

rest of the world.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Change begins with awareness and people speaking out demanding an end to corruption.

www.westernjournal.com/aiding-abetting-calls-bidens-impeachment-begin-..
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kstordygmail.com
Joined On 10/17/2020 12:05:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All the World is watching Canada and following suit with the Truckers and Canadians. For the melting pot of the world and being ever

so polite we have had enough! Time to oust Trudeau and the Corrupt world politicians. Time for a New World of Government, Media,

Health Care and Education Systems. It is not the Reset the Elites were looking forward to!
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm here in BC and proud of my fellow countrymen but trust NO one..! The globalists have been working on this for decades pouring

billions into the planning and release of their master plan to enslave the masses with a side bene]t of massive depopulation.  They

can 'say' anything, look at the gaslighting and the games played the past year of freedoms revoked...then dangling carrots.... Stay

strong, stay aware and be prepared!.... Pray !!...More people are waking up each day and many being red pilled for the ]rst time.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting how all these 'symptoms' are the same as the old original \u....which I believe are all from people being exposed to

different forms of EMF or RF radiation....  Since the extensive use of Radio Frequencies in the higher RF bands......the sicker people

become...even cattle raised under high voltage transmission lines act differently and taste different....this has been proven for

decades...and ignored. when Nichola Tesla created AC and generators and \uorescent lighting , radio , and hundreds or other patents

he also warned about the use of higher frequencies as being detrimental to human life and living tissue ...but again ,,,ignored.. thats

why Tesla created Alternating Currency of around 60 cycles as that a low range Radio Frequency and not as deadly as higher

frequencies......

and its all detrimental to a living thing....justr what type of thing..??  Everything has a frequency that cause it to disintegrate ...or in

some cases vapourize .....IE water will boil at 2.45 gigahertz.same frequency as you microwave oven operates at...same area of

frequencies as cell phones and wi] and smart meters and most wireless gizmos ...even some 'lightbulbs' ...smart appliances etc..each

having a different type of radio wave..ie square wave or a different polarity etc.. The World of Radio is a very deep , complex hole

...with untold patterns and wave forms alone.... BUT Tesla knew  and cautions about the use of ..........but the warning was $$$'Ignored'
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wonder what frequency concrete from the World Trade Centres vapourized at?...........its quite obvious most of the concrete

'vanished' ...oh there are the ones who say it was blown away in the wind as dust ....sure some was......but most was vapourized.

Thinks Im crazy??? ....understand the Power of Frequencies.....and EVERYTHING has a frequency in which it will reverberate at

....melt....vaporize...disintegrate...?  Proven by Nichola Tesla ......and that is why 'textbooks' never mention or give credit to

Nichola Tesla....]rst They didnt want common people to know about it.and Tesla KNEW the Earth IS NOT a PLANET.. and would

POP the Bubble of space travel and the BS of OUTER space and the Global THEORY ...

there would be no NASA scammers....no moon walk and all the 'Outer Space LIES" .......but People Like to be LIED TOO......called

"Entertainment' .........LOL...and your TV and Movies and Political BS has done a 'Fabulous Job' of keeping BILLION of Minds

"Entertained" .....while the Criminals are busy creating ways to get rid of ya..... Hahahaha.....All VERY TRUE!!!!! From

MyMountain........and I am planting My Gardens....have Peas in and Beans in and Potatoes and cabbages and more.. and My

Geese LOVE peas.....and cabbage and about everything else :)
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We used to have geese that would chase people down the road. They were so funny
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tallulah3  Yes Geese are great watch dogs..and they can get pretty nasty too...LOL..and only eat grass.,,,,,,and cabbage and peas

and ......most of a garden.......but keep the lawn mowed and fertilized
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NPR radio (WAMU in Washington DC) is still interviewing idiot "experts" who say (like today 28 Jan. '22) that "nobody saw the

pandemic coming". Will NPR-WAMU recover their commitment to exploring the truth about any issue, after the pandemic peters out?

IT's doubtful. ...b/c David Martin PhD of M-CAM saw it coming from researching the ]led patents on the SARS series of chimeric

viruses...but don't expect MSM to report that.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. David Martin is one of the very best.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They like spinning everything to make up for their incompetence. With every spin they contradict themselves. Fauci contradicts

himself ever time he goes on the air.
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IN THE END, it's VERY simple: We have ]fty-one constitutions because our agents, government, cannot be trusted. Use your

imagination from there and you, probably, have it covered.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, it is good news if it is true. But is it already too late, as reportedly more than half the world has received at least one shot?

According to this video, even if all shots would discontinue right now, one to two billion persons would die from those shots over the

next ten years: "Ghost World 2022-2032- the Die Off" : www.bitchute.com/.../v4mpYhcgOXjq
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jdarb
Joined On 2/20/2008 10:31:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go fund me did NOT freeze the truckers account see: www.gofundme.com/.../taking-back-our-freedom-convoy-2022  (Update) Not to

say the criminal government will try to freeze the funds which are over 7 million now!
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What needs to happen now is: 1. All the "Covid-19" restrictions and other BS must end, including all the abhorrent "Covid-19 passports"

for travel, and even access to venues, shops, and employment. 2. People and genuinely hurt businesses need help to recover from the

massive damage caused by the restrictions, preferably funded by heavy ]nes of those who unfairly bene]ted, like the vaccine

corporations. This will probably need to include some form of psychological help too. 3. New groupings and structures will need to be

setup to bypass corrupt groups and structures, not insecure 'decentralised' (actually centralised) BS, like Web 3.0, and the speculative

'investment' "Tulip Bubble" there. 4. All the censorship "fact checkers" need mocking and otherwise made irrelevant.

5. All Media which refuses to stop using censorship "fact checkers" needs mocked and otherwise made irrelevant. 6. All the

authorities and the supporters of the oppression need to eventually be held to account and pay for their crimes, after though

data/information collection. 7. The purify light of daylight needs to be shone on the 'elite' instigators and their cronies, revealing their

skeleton's, so that they can no longer skulk and plot in darkness. This could be a good use of a distributed block chain to make it

harder to take-down or otherwise censor this information. This information should have headlines and TL;DR like summaries to allow

skimming initially.
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Sue275
Joined On 7/16/2021 3:03:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The end? Very doubtful. I heard recently the pharma criminals have already started trials for making a omicron speci]c vaccine Can't

con]rm if true but I was appalled to hear it nonetheless
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, I heard that also but FlipFlop Fauci has stated that omicron vaccine may not be necessary. The only ones interested in that

jab would be the Sheeple that had the ]rst three jabs already. Merck and P]zer has their Covid antivirals pill they want to push

now.
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Dd4God
Joined On 1/28/2022 9:26:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, the pandemic virus may be partly over for many, still battles of long term injury for vaxed, but the Tyrannical and totalitarian

agenda under the cover of the pandemic continues.
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Joy1
Joined On 1/25/2007 3:05:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If this was a true “plandemic” and I believe it was, then it will not stop here. The Great Reset overlords have already hatched a new

plan.
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mammywitch1
Joined On 11/3/2021 8:26:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of the media are now mouthing about the "new stealth sub-variant" of Covid! As I understand it, the original Covid was BA.1--an

now we have BA.2 (which is supposed to be a sub-variant of Omicron. What do these idiots NOT understand about 'variants' or

'mutations'? They are supposedly calling this one a "stealth" variant because it is so diDcult to ]nd. Well, excuse me, but isn't that the

EXACT REASON for a variant or mutation? To make it diDcult for the 'host' to see/]nd so that it can live INSIDE THAT HOST for as long

as need be??? This just shows that the virus/variant/mutations are all smarter than the average media talking head!!! From basic high

school biology this is the regular routine for anything to survive. The more it mutates or camou\ages the less deadly it becomes

because it doesn't want to kill its host--doing so would also be deadly to the virus/variant/mutant! Dang! Some people just don't get

it!---
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, Stepford Biden has to come out somehow looking a "hero" instead of the complete Failure that he is/was/always will be.
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To my mind, the problem was not the virus, but the hospitals. Under funded, under equipped, under staffed. Instead of building ]eld

hospitals, and mobilizing like we're at war, they paid everyone to stay home. And of course, suppressed treatments that work, like

Ivermectin.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No are not underfunded, and probably not understaffed either, unless they deal with mostly chronically ill people. They can

better spend their funds and use staff for prevention, and not giving people useless/harmful 'care' like most drugs and other

dubious treatments. That could free up plenty of resources and staff time to treating accidents and self-harm, including

declining injuries caused by a bad lifestyle. Many hospitals probably wouldn't even be needed if people actually took care of

themselves, after some health education.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Underfunded" was a self in\icted problem. Why sympathize with the hospitals? It's a cesspool of Indoctrinated zombies. Most

of the people working in hospitals don't know $hit from shinola. They're village idiots. On the opposite side of the coin you have

the Amish community. They have zero vaccination rates, very high covid19 infection rate, and the LOWEST covid19 death rate in

the USA! How is that possible, you may ask? They don't see doctors and they damn sure don't go to hospitals! If anyone has any

doubt that this pandemic wasn't planned "plandemic" just look at the Amish. They reached heard immunity by May 2021 with

little to no drama. First thing everyone should understand is they never quit working when they got sick. They pushed through it!

Laying down is what all animals do right before they die. Get off your @ss and go to work and avoid the doctor's oDce and

hospitals at all cost.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never let a crisis go to waste remember. After all it was just 15 days to \atten the curve. I doubt BLUE states and BLUE cities will go

quietly into that good night. There is so much free money pumped into funding psa' scamdemic propaganda for years now which still

continues. Far far to many sheeple minds have been lost to the psychosis and mask rage will ramp up rivaling road rage. With the

puppet still saying this is an issue of the non injected. Will the pandemic end? If it was based on real science sure, but its no longer the

world we live in. Just what comes each and every cold and \u season now in blue states and blue cities. Does anyone doubt the

mongers will demand you wear masks for "false" prevention of colds and typical \u like issues too? Never let a crisis go to waste is

the way of the commiecRAT
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci says there are little things out there called viruses. That's what Fauci says.
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The little invisible enemy
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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It's his tiny brain
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Wandamurline
Joined On 12/23/2021 6:04:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Problem is that I have all these symptoms all year long except for fever. I have really bad sinusitis all the time living in the South and

when my blood pressure or sugar levels are high, I get a headache. So I may have had the Omicron virus and not even knew that I had

it. I did have Delta and it was really bad. If not for the monochronal infusion, I believe I would have ended up in the hospital and

because of the way they treat you, probably would have died. I told my husband under no circumstance was he to take me to the

hospital. I still do not have my smell back and my taste is still lousy....but I feel really good.
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kassandralombardgmail.com
Joined On 9/27/2021 3:47:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola you have been a Heroic Figure through all of this; offering answer to puzzling questions, uncovering lies from powerful

previously impenetrable organizations and people, offering health remedies and solutions, giving courage to your colleagues around

the world to organize and survive the slander campaigns against them..serving as a frontline credible source for independent news

and journalism with honesty and integrity and being a role model for our future survival based on natural healthy living and returning to

responsible conscious medical practice. May you be blessed and cared for all of your days. I commend your Bravery. Thank you 1000

times! You have restored sanity to our planet.
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LexiPWC
Joined On 12/6/2018 1:00:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry to say, but COVID is a means to an end. These mandates were never about a virus. Look at the facts that everyone on this site

clearly know. COVID was never as deadly as they said so it made for the perfect storm for "Political Science" to take the place of

"Medical Science". Think about it... if you really didn't want to convert the US and other free countries to Communism then common

sense would have stopped this madness. These politicians use our tax dollars to destroy their free societies and no one ever says

anyone will go to jail in the political arena.

The only one's trying to hold people accountable are groups outside of politics and I would be willing to beat those lawsuits will NEVER

get heard much less resolved to stop this. The US constitution is very clear that it does NOT represent Health, it represent the Safety of

its citizens. They are NOT the same but everyone believes they are, NOW! Sorry I pray we are coming to an end, but if governments can

last another couple of years most people will give into the idea that they can get back their freedom. Again I hope I am wrong.
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Wandamurline
Joined On 12/23/2021 6:04:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The authority given to the federal government is to keep America from being invaded....yet there is an invasion going on at the

southern border and they are doing nothing about it except in the middle of the night transporting these illegal trespassing

invaders into small towns on private jets. It is happening around the whole U.S.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hard to disagree Lexi for certain!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The lockdowns and masks mandates should have been a dead giveaway that this whole plandemic was staged whether there is

a virus or not. Everyone knows you don't catch respiratory viruses outside, but all state/federal parks were shut down. All

beaches were closed. Nothing less than a HEPA ]lter or a full blown hazmat suit will ]lter a virus. Surgical and cloth mask don't

do anything except increase the odds of getting sick. Yet you still see idiots wear mask everywhere you go and these idiots look

at me like Im the idiot! The part that disturbs me the most is that 99% of the population is this F'n STUPID! You see people on

their bicycle or motorcycle with a surgical mask on. You can't ]x stupid.
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While I certainly appreciate the information in this article — indeed some positive news, my question is, “When, or How in the world will

the masses be “delivered” from their mass formation psychosis?”  While more and more lies, deception, and corruption are exposed,

people are still asleep at the switch, many so unwilling to accept these truths. Even the folks I work with—doctor, lawyer, accountant,

so embedded in the two-year long false narratives, Where oh where is critical thought? These people in my midst are really intelligent,

nice people. I continue to have jaw-dropping moments. It’s like a hypnosis they are in.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They just proved how stupid they really are. They drank the kool-aid. It's called indoctrination. They bought into the BS written in

the textbooks by certi]ed MARXISTS! These people will never snap out of it. Just accept that fact and move on.
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LovedMyAlydar
Joined On 10/14/2009 7:56:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Omicron is not a simple cold, sorry, 4 weeks out and still trying to get a semblance of normal life. I am not vaccinated, use the proper

supplements and still have been hit hard. The only thing that helped was ivermectin and antibiotics. Most of the people I know here in

KY that got this variant have been sick as a dog, vaccinated or non vaccinated.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Loved, I agree. I am a very healthy non-jabbed female but got the virus in November. My Vitamin D level had just been checked-it

was 94. I was already taking 2000 mg. of Vit. C daily, zinc, a smaller dose of Quercetin (I did not know about the recommended

500 mg.), and turmeric and ]sh oil. I did NOT go and get tested, as I knew this illness felt entirely different from all my colds and

\u viruses in the past. I started taking my Ivermectin for 5 days. I have been “sicker” in the past with \u’s and bad colds, but this

illness lasted longer and I was totally exhausted. I am a person who has lots of energy, a type A personality, and I found myself

taking 2-3 naps per day that were at least 2 hours long.

One night I had to sleep almost sitting up because otherwise I couldn’t stop coughing-which reminded me of what congestive

heart failure symptom looks like. Thank goodness that night I was up about 6 times urinating large amounts. By morning I could

sleep lying down. Sorry to give you all the graphic details but I feel it’s important for people to know that these evil viruses and

their variants could be dangerous even to a healthy person.  I had my Covid antibodies checked a month later since I had to go

for my yearly check up anyway and my antibody level was high at 31.98! I don’t know of any studies that have been done on

these levels, but any number over 1 is positive.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The problem plaguing a lot of people is low ACE2. Supplements can help with viral infection, but if you have low ace2 you are

more likely to suffer severe illness than someone who has high ace2. This is one of the main reasons children don't suffer from

Covid, but Seniors die from it. Athletes typically have high concentrations of ace2. The Sars-cov-2 virus attaches to ace2

receptors. If you get a large viral load and have low ace2 it overwhelms your ace2 and that's when things turn for the worst.

Intermittent Fasting, Keto, and HIIT go a long ways to increase ace2.
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love, Siggy, Arlen … my grandson infected me during the New Years holiday and as of last week, I’ve tested negative twice so

I’m prolly done. I’ve followed Love and Siggy’s protocol and the only difference may be I also follow Arlen’s suggestion of

intermittent fasting. I’m 74 y/o, unvaxx’d, with a BMI of 19.5, and vitamin D level of 89ng/mL. My symptoms never progressed

beyond a scratchy throat which I remedied with a saline nasal rinse and gargling with antiseptic mouthwash. Wishing both Love

and Siggy a speedy recovery 

🙏

 Blessings to all …
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1. It was never a "pandemic". 2. That garbage being injected is not a "vaccine". 3. The "covid" cult will never let this crap drop.... the

sheeple are totally programmed. 4. Neither will the evil, sadistic, power-hungry, satanic assholes behind this plandemic/scamdemic let

it drop.
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ray65871
Joined On 6/20/2014 1:12:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All they have to do is change the name of it and we will all be scared again.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sorry...I have never ever considered myself as a "we" :) Know you were simply making a general point, but couldn't resist. The

THOUGHT of being labeled PART of the sheep culture is not who any of us are here
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ray-this is so true. The evils are very determined to SCARE as many people as possible in order to get as MANY injections as

possible into as MANY people as possible.
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BeckMack
Joined On 9/3/2021 8:41:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Greed never sleeps...   Do you really believe that Big Pharma, and their greedy cronies, will just walk away from billions of dollars and

accept a defeat? Don't forget that they made the \u "disappear" for almost 2 years for a reason, but now it is being resurrected also for

a reason... I have seen it ]rst hand how seasonal in\uenza admissions to hospitals vanished around April 2020 and soon became

covid patients; all of them... Don't forget: the symptoms are indistinguishable unless you do PCR testing... Pretty clever idea if you

want to rebrand seasonal in\uenzas into something big and use media circus and censorship to accomplish it

 apps.who.int/.../Default

Why would Moderna be in clinical trials of a mRNA "vaccine" for both in\uenza and SARS-CoV-2 last year unless they were planning to

use it, right? "Moderna is aiming to market a Covid-19 and in\uenza booster vaccine combo within the next two years, CEO Stéphane

Bancel has said." www.clinicaltrialsarena.com/news/moderna-eyes-covid-19-\u-booster-202..  I wouldn't trust anybody who says this

is over and everything is going to return to normal...  BTW: I wouldn't trust anybody who claims that SARS CoV-2 was isolated and

puri]ed and can be bought and grown in cell culture...

Viruses are not alive, so how could they be grown in cell culture? Here how world renown virologist, Vincent Racaniello, "solves" the

problem of dead viruses, like SARS CoV-2, "infecting" the host cell and "becoming alive" while replicating and then retiring to the dead

state until another "resurrection"... I love good comedy... the "science" of virology with their faith in the resurrection of viruses is one of

my favourite ones lol    www.virology.ws/.../are-viruses-alive-2
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I must note here that PCR testing is terribly \awed. False negatives, false positives. My coworkers son was tested twice and

was found negative. Eventually, he was hospitalized with pneumonia. He is young and survived, but in the hospital a third test

supposedly con]rmed Corona virus. Something seems off about the \u "disappearing" --
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Balticscot
Joined On 9/5/2021 5:01:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many vaxjunkies,  who were ill with Covid 19 , are thankful they were vaxxed as they think they would probably have died otherwise.

The poison has arrived in their brain.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny you should say that. We had a huge sweep of omicron here at my oDce (city government), small town. I was in the

bathroom and one of my coworkers was in there washing her hands. I inquired how she was doing and she said she was just

getting over this horrible virus, that she ran a temp of 104 and was horribly sick. (she is vaxxed). I said: "are you vaccinated?"

she replied yes, and that's probably why I didn't end up in the hospital.  I replied: "No, apparently, reports from all over the world

including the US are indicating that if you are vaxxed you are more likely to be infected with this recent mutation". She said "I

need to go get my booster" -- I replied "Why? you just had a bout with corona, and you are vaxxed" You need nothing more. She

just said "really?" --- I promise you, she will walk right over to the EMS and get her next round of poisen.
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I've literally listened to people say exactly that after getting a "breakthrough" infection. Mind blowing! You'll never unbrainwash

the indoctrinated sheeple. I remind them I haven't caught it and I don't wear masks. If i do get it, I don't care! I don't lose sleep

over it. These people's lives are completely consumed with covid19 and how to keep from getting. The sooner I get it the better.

I want to catch it! Omicron appears to be mother nature's natural vaccine. Come and get me! I guess these viruses dont like

people that's not afraid them. They only go after the sheeple.
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ Arlen … LOL … that’s exactly how I approached it … took me two years with my ‘risky behaviors’ to ]nally catch Covid. Now

this unvaxx’d septuagenarian will prolly be a pain to all my vaxx’d friends but a hero to my unvaxx’d family and friends. I look

forward to responding to those brainwashed vaxx’d who recovered from being very sick, giving credit to the vaccine that they

didn’t die 

😉

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/28/2022 7:15:09 PM
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reagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The comment "vaccines cannot end the epidemic" isn't accurate. These COVID shots, which they call "vaccines," certainly cannot end it

because they don't target the virus. Had we had true vaccines that actually prevented one from getting infected and stop transmission,

then maybe they could. But, we'll never know. The biggest mass-misinformation campaign of the century (or more) was calling these

shots "vaccines."

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/28/2022 7:54:20 AM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only thing that the jab is ending are people’s lives

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/28/2022 8:25:35 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reason they went the mRNA route of vaccination for coronavirus is because traditional coronavirus vaccines dont work.

They cause ADE. They have been trying to make a coronaviruse vaccine since the 1950's. All attempts failed! Not one single

coronaviruse vaccine has ever gotten FDA approval due to ADE. The other problem with traditional vaccines is the time it takes

to make one. By the time they get a vaccine ready for trial studies the virus has already had several variants that will decrease

the effectiveness of the vaccine and increase the likelihood of another variant that gets ADE enabled. In such an event you

could wipe out half the of the world's population. With mRNA you can literally make changes to the vaccine to accommodate

different variants on the \y.

The problem is testing. By the time they do clinical trials another variant appears. So it's never ending. Fauci has been working

on mRNA coronavirus vaccine technology since at least 1999. He's actually been working on this technology since the 80's but

he's been working on sars-like coronaviruse vaccines since 1999. They had these vaccines available for SARS1, MERS, and

EBOLA (all are coronaviruses or coronavirus-like viruses) and none of them got FDA approval due to ADVERSE VACCINE

REACTIONS! This current mRNA Sars-cov-2 vaccine is just a variation of the original FAILED Sars-cov-1 vaccine that never got

FDA approval.
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ste4840
Joined On 10/13/2017 10:27:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone is saying it. I don't know why we have to be brainwashed to believe that we will all most likely catch Omicron. I reject this idea

for myself and don't appreciate that negative prediction on myself.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been blessed so far through this, but I am prepared. I have breathing machines, and all the necessary drugs listed at

FLCCC.COM. I take the supplements every single day including "ImmunPro" recommended by Dr. Judy Mikovits. God bless her.

 I had the \u 32 years ago (and not since), I am 66. I take no prescription drugs and rarely visit a doctor. I see the eye doctor

yearly. And the dentist.  I'm not a fan of physicians because they all seem to be brainwashed by big pharma. (not you Mercola).

 I'm hoping that I will not catch anything, but if I do, God willing, I will be okay for now. Blessings All. Our ]re chief is 49, he takes

8 medications. He works with EMS, the Director of EMS is morbidly obese. I just don't understand it. Other than they are all

brainwashed into thinking health is a pill.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want to catch it! Where's chickenchit Omicron hiding? Here omicron, come out were ever you are so i can inhale you and get

natural immunity!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/28/2022 3:49:31 PM
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csl6353
Joined On 8/10/2020 7:30:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for publishing Dr. Mercola's Covid protocol. I've seen various components of this in previous articles but was pleased to see

a complete version. The problem is it is so small you can't read it. I can increase the size of the information on my computer screen

but can't save it in the bigger format or print it. Is there any way this issue could be resolved? Thank you.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Coppy and paste the text onto a blank Word.doc and then change the font size to something bigger. Then print it out.
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Lisarose50
Joined On 11/26/2010 11:58:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had both Covid 19 (October 2020) and then Omricon just this past month. The ]rst infection was the worst of the two. I ended up

getting pneumonia and landed in the hospital for 8 days on oxygen, plus who knows what they were shooting me with, I was too sick to

care!  Pure hell....The hospital sent me home and it was one of the scariest things in my life. I was not ready to deal with the after

effects of this on my own, but I had to. I was on oxygen for the rest of October and November and didn't regain strength for quite some

time. I was so weak, that I needed a handicap sign to hang in my car.  Omricon was not pleasant by any means. I had a high fever

(102.6) and the headache was the worst I have ever experienced!  The fever broke during the night, and within a couple of days I was

on my feet again, back to normal activities within a week. This article is comforting, and I hope it is true it is coming to its end... No

one wants this virus, but I had it twice and survived.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Learn to detox and you will not sick from any virus. Never go to a hospital they are the 3rd leading cause of death. You cheated

death. Detox and let your body heal itself. It was designed to do this.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/28/2022 7:56:07 AM
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You didn’t gain natural immunity with your ]rst bout of Covid? Unless you’ve been vaxx’d, hopefully this round with omicron will

give you the natural immunity … 

🙏

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/28/2022 7:23:02 PM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hallelujah We still have to keep our eyes and ears open to make sure they don’t try something else. Those monsters
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oak49954
Joined On 7/14/2015 11:14:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel like I am missing something here. Is there even a test that can distinguish the different strains ? I have read that most of the

tests were unreliable. I do understand that as a virus mutates it becomes less. I was just curious about the tests.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ask Tony Fauci. He cannot answer either. They have no test for the so called variants. It is all a game and we are the chess

pieces. Will we wake up to the scam of virology. Probably not in our lifetimes. It has been going since Pasteur's time. I have

been drinking and eating raw milk for over 20 years and I am still alive and kicking. And I have not had a "cold" in over 3 years.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They send the test to a lab and do dna sequencing to determine what variant it is or if it's a new variant

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/28/2022 3:55:14 PM
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sumosha
Joined On 11/12/2021 9:31:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is not really Omicron ending this. We've known about good treatments for this virus, which often was just a cold for many people, for

almost two years. The reason it is ending is the wave of protests around the world. In the US it is a risky 2022 election and the ruling

class can't keep making our lives miserable. Things will likely be better in general by November. Unfortunately I suspect most people

will have amnesia about this foul play (the charade that was covid) and continue putting the same rulers in place.
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chocolatelover
Joined On 11/9/2008 5:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think there is a criminal investigation regarding those behind the vaccine, so I feel like if they don't acknowledge things, they know it

will be worse for them and they know it. Perhaps that is another reason.
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daw8493
Joined On 3/28/2015 1:04:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Still be careful, I know someone who is dying of delta right now.
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Izzizz
Joined On 4/24/2012 5:58:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All I see is new fearmongering about an omicron variant called omicron ba.2. I don’t see mainstream media saying anything about

scientist being wrong and mainstream media is what people believe.
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jinxmerlin
Joined On 1/28/2022 4:47:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SO if one never gets a \u shot, one never gets a cold and never gets the \u . Really last time I may have had a cold was 25 yrs ago,

never had the \u so Treating  things like that are "FRENCH" to me. Prevention and early at-home treatment is  like trying to learn a new

language from scratch.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Growing up, the kids on the playground that had their measles/mumps mark on their shoulder were the ones always getting

colds and \u. I made the connection that the only people who get sick are the ones that see doctors, got to hospitals, take

meds, and get vaccines. None of my backwards/redneck/hillbilly/unvaccinated friends never got sick. They never had allergies.

Of course, my parents were upiddy/degreed elites that bought into all that medical BS and made sure I had all my shots! I

stayed sick! Once I was able to get away from the indoctrinated insanity I stopped getting sick. The last time I caught \u I was

around 22. Im 55 now. I dont even have a doctor. Doctors are useless. They are the most brainwashed people of the population.

If they try to do critical thinking they get ]red! Doctors are the epitome of INDOCTRINATION!
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radarphos
Joined On 5/17/2013 10:25:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry for the interruption. I just got a link (from 'Ortho-med') to an very detailed article about Vitamin C for infants and toddlers, written

by perhaps an adult granddaughter-mother of the famous for Vitamin C researcher, Dr. Sauk. She (not a doctor) writes about how she

doses Vita-C for her infants, what type of Vita-C she uses and why. It is the most fascinating article on Vita-C I have ever read because

it addresses newborns, Vita-C as a remedy for potential ill-effects of infant and toddler vaccinations. I haven't even read yet the article

that everyone is commenting upon. Here's the link provided now to ensure it gets passed along (I recall how scared I was when my

own kids were newborn, and what to do when they seemed sick): its short, very detailed and explanatory; and references are offered to

other articles and research studies. orthomolecular.activehosted.com/index.php?action=social&chash=c0e1..
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Support truckers please! I am Canadian and I feel a huge relief with this movement. Honest to God, I starters to lose hope and hate to

live in this tyranny of Trudeau and all the Premiers in every province. Truckers gave me hope again and I felt joy again. Thank you

Canadian and American Truckers, you are true heroes- you forced the World to listen and watch. Trudeau is hiding in his cottage

pretending he has to isolate for 5 days- what a coward and loser globalist. This is the power of the people!!!! Truck you Trudeau,
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Just heard that the in-home test kits Biden is mailing to any US citizen (and undoubtedly to any illegal alien) who requests them can be

damaged if left in the freezing cold. Of course, the US is in the grip of the coldest weather seen so far this winter. Great use of my tax

$. According to MSM, the worst problem with this absurd program is the test could produce a false negative if frozen.
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The other problem is that they are less accurate at detecting Omicron. These are the same rapid test that have been in use

around the world since the Summer of 2020! We've had at least a dozen variants since then and Omicron appears to be it's own

entity. It was ]rst discovered in a city in S. Africa where there is a level-3 biolab that was doing coronaviruse GOF research at

the time the outbreak occurred. Rumor mill has it that Bill Gates was the one sponsoring this research. That would better

explain why the vaccines, even with their boosters, have no effect on Omicron.

Another clue that this is true is the fact that the FDA pulled all of the antibody treatments. They justi]edd their decision based

on \imsy evidence, but they claimed the current antibody treatments don't work for Omicron. So why would the test work if the

antibodies don't work. If the test don't work, then how do we get record breaking daily new covid19 cases every day? Nothing

adds up or makes any sense. Someone is lying.
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The narrative is changing all around the world at the same time. I’m glad but all at the same time, just like they did when they locked

down. I could never make sense of why things were happening like they were. The use of censorship, mass formation psychosis, it had

to be for a reason. I feel this is just the next stage of whatever they’re planning. Look ]nancially, look to Sept 2019, recession was

about to hit, the repo market crashed and the system ran out of cash. Energy is also top of the agenda, the world is spent. Unless a

new power source pops up?
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Obviously they lied back in the 70's when they claimed we would run out of fossil fuels and that they are a limited resource. That

was the beginning of the climate change brainwashing agenda. Between the cold war and the oil crisis we were all driving

around in these little tin-can death traps that a full size 4wd can drive right over! Fast forward 50 years and we have more fossil

fuels than ever before. My uncle was a surveyor that worked for Exxon and when ever someone would sell a property with oil

wells he was often the one who did a survey of the property. I was in college and I would go with him on these surveys as an

assistant. Most of these wells had been inoperable for 20+ years.

One day we surveyed a well that had a gasoline engine powering the pump instead of electricity. I convinced him to let me get

the engine running. We ]red it up after a major tune-up and a carb rebuilding. Within minutes we had oil pumping out of the

ground! This well-head was supposed to be dry! News Flash! There's no such thing. The earth is continually replinishing the oil

in the ground. The problem is how much are we exceeding the earth's production capacity? It's an interesting topic that's hard to

get information on. The only information on this is misinformation just like vaccines. The fear mongering of the 70's of us

running out of oil is no different than the fear mongering we have today with coronavirus.

It's all FAKE NEWS! Long story short, they use indoctrination and brainwashing tactics to basically put everyone in a state of

hypnosis. All you have to do is change the channels during the evening news. Every news channel is reading from a script and it

says the exact same thing over and over and they do it for days/weeks/months until they feel like the hypnosis is complete. It's

scary! Yes, I did take psychology in college and took multiple classes even though it has nothing to do with engineering. I

wanted to learn more about "SOCIAL ENGINEERING".
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Right, so people are "sick in droves" with Fatigue, Cough, Congestion, sneezing and runny nose, Sore throat, Headache and Fever and

you're still going to hug the virus? Insulting our intelligence, really.
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I wish I could get sick with Covid19. Two years and counting!
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https://youtu.be/VqYsoJQA40  I am watching the snow fall on this video and thinking to myself... If a corrupt government attempts to

bring in foreign troops to force people to submit, they will likely be from equatorial regions. They would have a tough time of dealing

with the northern climate. Meanwhile, Canadians are othdoors and enjoying it.
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I was thinking along the same lines. I see all those Canadians outside protesting and I can't imagine how cold it must up there.

It's in the 30's here and Im like 700 miles further south!
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Klaus Schwab from WEF visited Harvard in 2017 and boasted about the domination of WEF young global leaders, seen on a short

Twitter videoclip  twitter.com/.../1486057608280784899
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And this morning, Lew Rockwell pointed out yet another dangerous global elitist that deserves close scrutiny:

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/01/no_author/davos-man-and-open-borders/
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Thanks Grulla, for the interesting link. This guy in the article, Parag Khanna is also from WEF. It's amazing how big WEF is, and

how much in\uence they have in the entire world. So many worldleaders are member, and not only people also companies. They

have over 30.000 members, so very high. This is scary and also their plans, like great migrations. They promote migration, so

nations can dissolve, to promote Globalization, so a small group of people can control the free world, which by then is not really

free anymore.
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More about the Klaus Schwab School for covid dictators. The German economist, journalist and author Ernst Wolff has revealed

some facts about the Schwab "Young Global Leaders" school that are relevant to understanding world events during the

pandemic in a video from the podcast of the German Corona Committee. While Wolff is primarily known as a critic of the

globalist ]nancial system, he has recently focused on exposing what he sees as the hidden agenda behind anti-Covid measures

being enacted around the world. In 1992, Schwab established a parallel institution, the Global Leaders for Tomorrow school,

which was re-established as Young Global Leaders in 2004.

Attendees of the school must apply for admission and then undergo a rigorous selection process. Members of the school's ]rst

class in 1992 already included many who became major liberal political ]gures, such as Angela Merkel, Nicolas Sarkozy and

Tony Blair. There are currently about 1,300 graduates of this school, and the list of alumni includes several names of those who

became leaders of their respective nations' health institutions.

rairfoundation.com/exposed-klaus-schwabs-school-for-covid-dictators-pl..  (10/11/2021)
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Body aches should de]nitely be included in that list.
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Sorry to say, it is unlikely that the pandemic of fear is over. More likely they've accomplished their goal of programming compliance

and control in the majority of the world's population.  We are being brilliantly played by a blue pill dispensing operating system, which

may be an Ai come of age.  It certainly has “Outwitted, Outplayed, and Outlasted” us.  Who knows what the new season will bring.
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Next on the program is the “climate change” show. Supposedly, it will be a great show with tsunamis, volcanoes erupting,

earthquakes, \oods and so forth.
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It's social engineering. They're able to basically put everyone in a state of hypnosis. If you channel hop all the MSM channels

you will notice they all read from the same script and repeat the same exact words. Google search anything and you get the

same copycat verbage. That's social engineering. Then reinforce the narrative with "fact checkers" that discredit anyone and

any source with information that bucks the narrative. China and North Korea are masters of this brainwashing practice. The

biggest problem with all of this is the children being brainwashed eventually grow up and become LEADERS! That's how we have

nut jobs like AOC and Omar getting elected. These people were too stupid to ]gure out they were duped by social engineering

and they still believe all the BS they were indoctrinated with.
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Look around. Can you guys see the LOCKSTEP reversal of the COVID pandemic agenda? This is sadly just another part of their plan,

and even though you may be feeling optimistic about the tide turning, you should be more curious as to what the globalists are up to.

People who you thought were on our side….aren’t!!! The global warming agenda is ramping up, and people like Ronnie Cummins, from

OCA and his good friend Dr. Mercola will probably be on the same side as the globalists. In fact, they probably were all along. Trust no

man, put your faith in God alone. Many of the people who we have come to admire, are wolves in 

🐑

 clothing.  Let God’s Word be your

guide. Everyone else is setting themselves up to be deceived.
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I refer to my above post. Why would I quote Orwell? Of course this is not my opinion. I think one should keep informed about MSM lies;

this was the stupidest I ever read and I wonder why not more people wake up. I thought Mercola’s readers were intelligent enough to

see it.0% herd immunity, 100% herd insanity.
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Anyone who really believes this 'plandemic' is going away anytime soon is just fooling themselves. Remember those in power are

pushing for 'The Great Reset' and they won't stop until they have their one-world government and everyone in the world under their

control. It is coming, you can't stop an avalanche once it has started. There was a discussion a few articles back where people said

how this Covid/vaccine movement is spiritual in nature, not just political. This is so true, any effort to stop it MUST have the power and

spirit of God Almighty, which will only come through repentance, fasting and prayer in Christ Jesus.
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I am totally fed up with this discussion! "The COVID virus will join the ranks of the 'common cold.'". Why do we continue to dance

around the truth, here? Covid IS the Common Cold! This is the cold and \u season and people are sick with the cold and \u. I'll say it

again: Anyone who believes that this society is getting back to anything even remotely resembling "normal" - is delusional! The evil

oligarchs have many more tricks up their sleeves.
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Thank you, Randy. I agree. It IS cold and \u season especially where I live. I am so sick and tired of every single person who has

the sni�es saying, "I have/had C-vid." I respond to them, "Really, and how do you know?" Where did all the colds and \us go? I

was sick for over a month during the holidays, but so what? I am sick every single year at this time since I moved from sunny

SoFla to this perpetually cloudy winter state. No panic on my part. I just took care of myself, stayed home and followed the \u

protocol (vitamins/supplements/H2O2-saline in nebulizer). I am at the point where whenever someone says they have the Cvid,

I cannot curb the look of contempt on my face.

I can no longer hide it. And, like you, I do not see my area getting back to "normal." Gas prices rising; the empty shelves at the

store; the food that IS there is increasing in price every week; the lack of employees at many brick and mortar businesses; the

closing of smaller, local businesses; the growing number of "help wanted/now hiring" signs; employers still forcing mandates;

neighbors being forced to sell their homes (which are being bought up by big companies and turned into rentals).
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Thank you, Shannon. We are living in the age of true insanity! I haven't had a cold or \u, since I stopped taking the \u shot, 13

years ago. Anyone who's gone through this psyops of over 2 years, without being sick...]gure it out! Anyone with a brain, knows

that the so-called "measures" are useless and ridiculous. If we were actually being attacked by some "deadly" virus; believe me -

it would be obvious! Thanks, Max. Loss of taste/smell, are cold and \u symptoms. I experienced the same, many years ago;

until I stopped getting the \u shot...and \ues - and colds! Nothing to see here, but \ues and colds, which I and millions of others

don't have to worry about. Much ado about nothing!
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Plus, remember that in 2017 & 2018 the \u was very strong and more people died from it during those 2 years than in several

years prior. Since it's currently cold/\u season - it should not be a surprise that "omi-ron" showed up. The CDC is not tracking \u

at all. Colds & Flu have not disappeared or been eradicated from this planet. Plus - there is no covid virus - rather it's a

marketing brand name for symptoms. Most of the symptoms listed are the same as those experienced with cold and \u. Some

will say but I lost my sense of taste and smell - it's has to be different from \u.

Why? Isn't it more likely a \u variant? Those that accepted the jab are at higher risk now because of the damage to their immune

system from the jab and its ingredients. By the way, for those that are thinking about accepting the experimental injection - go

to your local pharmacist and request the ingredient list for each jab product (P]zer, Moderna, J&J) that the manufacturer

provides - ask the pharmacist to explain what each ingredient is and what the potential adverse reactions are.

For those that wish to help those that have already accepted the jab and need waking up - ask those individuals what's in the

jab. Surely they must know because they took it and you'd like them to tell you so you know too. If they say they don't know -

offer to go with them to the pharmacist and ask. The pharmacist will not be able to tell you anything as the information paper

that is required by law to be included in the packaging of each vial is BLANK! It might also wake up the pharmacist that offers

the jab.
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Randy, it appears only people afraid of getting sick actually catch covid19. I want to catch it! I want Omicron dammit! That will

provide better immunity than any bs vaccine! Im starting to question the existence of this virus! Ive been in contact with 100+
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infected people without mask and everyone except me gets it. I lost count on how many times Ive been tested due to contact

tracing at work, friends houses, and home. Also, to go anywhere you have to provide a negative test. Ive done the antibody test

and the T-detect test and both of those were negative. HOW? According the the "experts" everyone will get this whether you're

vaccinated or not. Obviously, more FAKE NEWS because I haven't caught it!
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Arlen; if you haven't had a cold or the \u, since the beginning of this psyops, I'd say that your chance of getting sick, is close to

zero. I believe that most of the people getting "sick", are not sick with the cold or \u...They're sick from constant and continuous

fear; plus, the "measures" - masks, distancing...all this over the common cold! That being said; I know full well why tens of

thousands are dying from the nanobot shots!
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The Lord's curse is on the house of the wicked, but he blesses the dwelling of the righteous. [Proverbs 3:33]
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It doesn't quite ]t here, but I'm so bloody annoyed I have to post what I read in Australian Broadcasting Corporation - our trusted News

source: Higher numbers of deaths, hospitalisations among vaccinated people does not mean COVID-19 jabs don't work It's a point that

has been reiterated in this newsletter on numerous occasions, but with surging hospitalisations and dozens of daily COVID-19 deaths,

it bears repeating: the relative risk of a vaccinated person dying with COVID-19 is far lower than that of an unvaccinated person, even

when vaccinated people are succumbing in higher numbers. Ignorance is strength! If you don't believe me:

www.abc.net.au/news/2022-01-28/coronacheck-steve-leary-lachlan-covid-1..
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

why are you subjectuing this readership to these paid shills that skew the facts for Pharma baksheesh ?? - this type of

nonsense is already widely dissemnated by Pharma its funders - this sort of misinformation is part of the PROBLEM and not

part of the SOLUTION - are you a Pharma shill ?? - what other purpose could you have when displaying this rubbish on T HIS site

??
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley and all... We must deal with reality and priorities. Maybe 1/3 of the population is very much awake. Perhaps 1/3 is still

asleep at the wheel, possibly ignorant, uninformed or in denial. It may not be possible to help these people, at least not initially.

Like an addict, they may need to hit rock bottom before they examine their beliefs. It is the 40% in the middle we need to

approach ]rst. These are people who tend to be followers. Possibly they are undecided or they believe what have been told

simply because mainstream media is their only source of information.

They never did their own research. Some may not care or consider it a big deal. They are willing to follow the crowd. They will

want to follow whichever side they believe will have a more successful outcome because it gives them a feeling of security "to

be in the right" and not rock the boat. So, these are the ones we must keep talking to. As for those embracing the jab, Nature will

take care of them over time. Some people cannot be helped. It is not so much about teaching as being willing to learn.
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Really?!.. ABC?! ..isnt THAT like CNN?!.. ..What a joke!!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are you here?!
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brandt, you really should stop listening to MSM, especially if they are considered "a major trusted news source," and do your

own research. If you cannot ]gure out how to do it on your own (due to censorship by the big tech organizations or your lack of

ability) then just click on some of the footnote links in Dr. M's articles or click on the links of some of the readers/commenters

here. A lot of them are in the medical/science/economy/legal ]elds. Those links will take you to published research. REAL

research, not paid for by pharma or govt. research. Some have links to actual pharma web pages that state themselves the jabs

do not keep a person from being infected nor do they stop transmission. However, if you feel "ignorance is strength," then power

on and continue with your mental strength training.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bet this person is a paid brainwashed schill - only doing what he or she has been told to do - so pitiful and sad
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get lost you total tosser. The vaccine has killed tens of thousands and maimed millions, as children die of myocarditis after the

clot shot. Go and get another vaccine and another and another until you immune system is like your IQ, shot to bits, now *** off.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brandt-u, I would trust ABC as far I can throw a bull elephant. That goes for CNN MSNBC, and CBS, too.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You drank the kool-aid! Na, na, na-na', na........you drank the kool-aid! You got cooties now! For the love of God, never put a MSM

link on this forum. Even if what they are saying is true, you will get thrown under the bus on this forum posting anything from

MSM! Seriously, look at any graph that shows either covid19 deaths or "all causes of death" for any country and you will see that

every spike in deaths occurred at the exact same time the vaccines and the boosters were rolled out. Read jamNjim's post from

yesterday and the day before.

He pointed out this "COINCIDENCE/ANOMALY" and provided links. The more vaccinated a state or country is the more DEATHS

there are! Quit watching MSM. Unfortunately, communist Australia probably doesn't have anything else. I was there 7 years ago

and was blown away by the CHINESE in\uence. I was terribly disappointed. I'll never go back. Of course, I can't go there now

even if I wanted to. I'm not vaccinated. That's their loss! I spent over $10,000 on that vacation! They won't be getting anymore of

my money!
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joh1789
Joined On 11/7/2013 11:59:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please stop calling employees of CDC and HHS the title “Health ODcial”. They know nothing about “Health” - neither how to create

health nor how to sustain or regain health. Remember that the mission statement of big Pharma companies is to make as much

pro]ts as possible, NOT to create health. And since CDC, NIAID and FDA all rely on income from the drug patents they own or the

royalties they receive from drug patents that they originally obtained and then sold back to Pharma companies, they all have a con\ict

of interest - you might say they were “captured agencies” same with WHO and NIH.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Con\icts of interest are everywhere. That should be the ]rst thing people look at when deciding on any treatment, surgery,

vaccine, or pharmaceutical. Investigate the previous and current CEO's to see where they worked before. Do they have ties to

government. Do people in government have stocks in these pharmaceuticals? In most cases, like with Monsanto, you ]nd a

revolving door between top executives and elected/unelected oDcials and they all do insider trading. They get government

grants and the "insiders" invest knowing everything will get FDA approval because everyone from the capital to the cdc are all in

on the scam. It's how someone like Pelosi with a $200k salary can make over $200 million in a very short time. Either way, I

agree with you. Not sure why your at the bottom. I guess someone has to come in last place. Who did you piss off? Just kidding!
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